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About the EWG-DSS 

The EWG-DSS is a Working Group on Decision Support Systems within EURO, the 
Association of the European Operational Research Societies. The EWG-DSS was founded 
during a memorable EURO Summer Institute on DSS that took place at Madeira, Portugal, in 
May 1989.  Most of the participants of the EURO Summer Institute on DSS in Madeira in 1989 
still continue nowadays to pursue their goals, working actively in their research areas related 
to OR and Decision Support Systems. 

The EWG-DSS was born with 24 founding-members. Since then, the number of members has 
substantially grown along the years. Now we are over 300 registered members coming from 
various nationalities. There has also been established quiet a few well-qualified research co-
operations within the group members, which have generated valuable contributions to the 
DSS field in journal publications. 

Since its creation, the EWG-DSS has held annual Meetings in various European countries, 
has taken active part in the EURO Conferences on decision-making related subjects; and has 
organized several workshops and conferences on different topics around Decision Support 
Systems. 

The main purpose of the EWG-DSS is to establish a platform for encouraging state-of-the-art 
high quality research and collaboration work within the DSS community.  Other aims of 
the EWG-DSS are to:  

• Encourage the exchange of information among practitioners, end-users, and
researchers in the area of Decision Systems.

• Enforce the networking among the DSS communities available and facilitate
activities that are essential for the start-up of international cooperation research
and projects.

• Facilitate professional academic and industrial opportunities for its members.
• Favour the development of innovative models, methods and tools in the field

Decision Support and related areas.
• Actively promote the interest on Decision Systems in the scientific community

by organizing dedicated workshops, seminars, mini-conferences and
conference streams in major conferences, as well as editing special and
contributed issues in relevant scientific journals.

The process-loop shown next translates the main activities of the EWG-DSS envisaging the 
dissemination of DSS Information (1) and Research (2), in order to encourage DSS 
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Development (3) and Collaboration (4) among the DSS researchers and professionals. As 
a consequence, Publication (5) opportunities to document the research & development 
processes and the end results are promoted within the EWG-DSS editions. 

Specifically, to accomplish the main objectives listed above, the EWG-DSS promotes the 
following key-activities: 

• Annual ICDSST Conference and other Conference-Streams organization
related to Decision Support Systems topics.

• Annual Journal Special Issues publications, on support of the annual EWG-
DSS organized Conferences, providing publication opportunities in the DSS
Community.

• Annual EWG-DSS Newsletter publication, promoting the events and the
research achievements of the EWG-DSS members and of the DSS Community
as a whole.

• Annual EWG-DSS-Award: a motivating research initiative for young
researchers to submit and present their work in one of the EWG-DSS annual
organized events.

• Collaboration projects among the group members. Check about the EWG-DSS
research project Collab-Net Project, as well as the R&D competences of some
member-institutions listed for collaboration in European projects.

Since 2007 the EWG-DSS has been managed by a Coordination Board. One of the aims of 
this coordination board is to promote joint-work among the group members and to encourage 
more participation of the whole group in DSS related projects and events, the best way 
possible. The Current EWG-DSS Coordination Board counts with the assistance of seven 
Board Members, namely: Prof. Pascale Zaraté, Dr. Fatima C.C. Dargam, Prof. Shaofeng Liu, 
Prof. Boris Delibasic, Prof. Isabelle Linden, Prof. Jason Papathanasiou and Dr. Pavlos Delias. 

EWG-DSS Management Structure: 

Since May 2015, the EWG-DSS has updated its Management Structure in order to incorporate 
to the Coordination Board (CB) an Advisory Board (AB), which is composed of senior 
members of the EWG-DSS group and of the international DSS community. The new group 
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structure also distinguishes different teams, namely: the Scientific Collaboration Team (SCT) 
and the Editorial Team (ET), among the EWG-DSS Members who collaborate with EWG-DSS 
projects and joint–Editions, respectively. The figures below illustrate the current EWG-DSS 
Management Structure: 

The Board of Assistants (BA) is formed by 
young researchers linked to the 
Coordination Board (CB) and Executive 
Board (EB) members, in order to assist 
them with the EWG-DSS annual tasks. 
Board and Team members can be in more 
than one of the groups of the EWG-DSS 
new defined Management Structure. 
However, the members of the Coordination 
Board are not supposed to be members of 
the Advisory Board and vice-versa. 

The EWG-DSS Editorial Team (ET) is a 
dynamic group of  researchers composed 
of EWG-DSS Members that have guest-
edited Journal Special Issues and Springer 
Books with the EWG-DSS CB. The 
Scientific Collaboration Team (SCT) 

includes the researchers who are involved with EWG-DSS research projects and initiatives, 
like for instance the Collab-Net Project. 

Current EWG-DSS Coordination Board (CB): 
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Current EWG-DSS Advisory Board (AB): 
 
AB-Chair: 
Prof. Rita Ribeiro 
UNINOVA University, Lisbon, Portugal 
E-Mail: rar@uninova.pt 
Web-page: http://www.uninova.pt/ca3/ 
 
AB-Members: 
 

 
 

We hope you all enjoy Heraklion and the Conference! 
We for sure will! 

 

The EWG-DSS Coordinators 

 

 EWG-DSS Coordination Board:  ewg-dss@fccdp.com 
 
Pascale Zaraté – Web-page: https://www.irit.fr/~Pascale.Zarate/ 
Fátima Dargam – Web-page: http://www.fccdp.com/ 
Boris Delibasic –  Web-page: http://rs.linkedin.com/pub/boris-delibasic/3/7bb/6aa  
Shaofeng Liu –     Web-page: http://www.plymouth.ac.uk/staff/sliu1 
Isabelle Linden –  Web-page: http://www.unamur.be/~ilinden 
Jason Papathanasiou – Web-page: http://www.uom.gr 
Pavlos Delias –     Web-page: https://www.linkedin.com/in/pavlosdelias/ 

 EWG-DSS EURO Homepage:  http://www.euro-online.org/web/ewg/10/ewg-decision-support-systems     
 EWG-DSS Blog:  http://ewgdss.wordpress.com/ 
 EWG-DSS LinkedIn : http://www.linkedin.com/groups?about=&gid=1961459&trk=anet_ug_grppro 
 EWG-DSS IRIT Server: https://wwwsecu.irit.fr/listes/info/ewg-dss 
 EWG-DSS Mailing List : ewg-dss@irit.fr (only for Members) 
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For more details about the EWG-DSS organized events and publications, check the homepage: 
http://ewgdss.wordpress.com/ .  
 
 

 
Joining the EWG-DSS 

The EWG-DSS membership does not cost you anything.  
If you wish to join the EURO-Working Group on Decision Support Systems,  

all you have to do is to send an e-mail  to our group at: 
<ewg-dss@fccdp.com>, with the following information: 

Name; Affiliation; Mailing Address; Phone; e-mail; and Homepage link.. 
Alternatively, you can also join the EWG-DSS via our LinkedIn Group at: 
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?about=&gid=1961459&trk=anet_ug_grppro 

Thanks for your interest! 
The EWG-DSS Coordination Board 
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About the PROMETHEE Days  
 

 
 
The first International Multicriteria Workshop devoted to the PROMETHEE methods was 
organized in January 2014, in Brussels, by Professor Cathy Macharis (VUB, Belgium). It was 
a success and it has been followed by a second workshop organized in January 2015, in 
Brussels again, by Professor Yves De Smet (ULB, Belgium). The third workshop was 
organized by Professor Jean-Philippe Waaub (UQAM, Canada) in Montréal in May 2016. 
The name “PROMETHEE Days” was introduced in 2016 to clearly set the focus on the 
PROMETHEE methods and to increase the visibility of the workshops. 
 
The PROMETHEE Days workshops are organized every year. They are a great opportunity 
for researchers and practitioners, experts and newcomers, all persons interested by the 
PROMETHEE methods, to share their experience and to learn the latest developments of 
the methods. As much as possible, a single stream of paper presentations is scheduled so 
that participants can assist to all the presentations. Time is also allocated for discussion and 
social events. 
 
Papers related to theoretical developments, comparative analyses or practical applications 
of the PROMETHEE methods are welcome. The best paper presented during the workshop 
is granted the “Jean-Pierre Brans PROMETHEE Award” and all participants have the 
opportunity to submit full versions of their papers for a special issue of a dedicated journal. 
 
Several information channels are available to you: 
 
PROMETHEE-GAIA web site: http://www.promethee-gaia.net 

PROMETHEE Blog: http://blog.promethee-gaia.net 

LinkedIn group: PROMETHEE decision aid methods 

Twitter: @prometheedays 
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Notes from the Conference Organizers 

This year the EURO Working Group on Decision Support Systems (EWG-DSS) is extremely 
pleased to co-organize its ICDSST Conference with the PROMETHEE Days 2018, in 
cooperation with the Hellenic Centre for Marine Research during the period of May 22nd to 
25th of 2018, in Heraklion, Greece. 
The cooperation between the PROMETHEE Group and the EWG-DSS dates back to almost 
the creation of the EWG-DSS. In the Workshop organized by the EWG-DSS in London in 
2011, this cooperation was made evident via the presentation of the project Collab-Net, in 
which a link between two main topics of DSS and PROMETHEE applications joined two 
author nodes of “Jason Papathanasiou” and “Bertrand Mareschal” (see illustration below). 
Since then, many other joint-research collaborations were carried out. The current 
opportunity of organizing this joint-conference has been very welcome to make those 
collaborations even more evident. Jason and Bertrand have been the Key-Organizers of 
the ICDSST – PROMETHEE Days 2018 event and we are all very pleased with the 
contributions that we managed to joint in a highly interesting 11-Sessions-Programme! 
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The ICDSST – PROMETHEE Days 2018 has as main theme: “Sustainable Data-Driven, 
Evidence-based Decision Support with applications to Environment and Energy Sector”. 
Based on this application theme, papers’ contibutions can be found among suggested topics 
like: Decision Support Modeling; Decision Support and Expert Systems in the Environment 
and Energy Sectors; Data Visualisation and Decision Making/Support; Environmental and 
Energy Data Visualisation; Geographic Information Systems; Data Science, Big Data 
Analytics and Business Intelligence; Data Science, Big Data Analytics and Business 
Intelligence; Technical and Managerial Dashboards for Decision Support; Knowledge 
Acquisition, Management, Extraction and Visualisation; Collaborative Decision Making; 
Intelligent, Web-based, Spatial Decision Support Systems; Application Models and Systems: 
Agricultural, Environmental, Farming, Water Resources, Livestock, Fisheries, Warehouse, 
Sustainable Forest and Rangeland Management, Food Processing and Supply Chain 
Management; Simulation Models and Systems, Regional Planning, Logistics and 
Traceability; and Case Studies involving any of the above issues. 

The Joint-Conference counts with 5 Invited Talks from highly qualified professionals and 
academics; and has accepted 76 contributions (long & short papers and posters 
submissions) of considerable relevance to the respective research communities, which can 
be found in this Conference Proceedings as well as in the Springer LNBIP Book.  

We were overwhelmed with the number of interested participants in the ICDSST – 
PROMETHEE Days 2018. This reflects the trust that we continuously receive from the 
research community on our areas and we are very grateful for this. We would like to 
acknowledge the interest and cooperation of all the authors who submitted their finished and 
on-going research work for presentation in our conference. We also take this opportunity to 
thank each participant, who directly contributed for the high academic quality standard of the 
ICDSST – PROMETHEE Days 2018. Thanks Authors & Co-Authors! 
Obviously, we cannot forget about the great support that we had from the local organizers 
and their leader, our EWG-DSS CB member: Jason Papathanasiou, who brilliantly 
managed all the working effort behind the conference organization, making this event a 
memorable one in the fabulous Island of Crete, with the warming cooperation of the Hellenic 
Centre for Marine Research in Heraklion. We are extremely grateful to all the local 
arrangements and support received from the local organizers and their team. All we have to 
say is: Excellent Job! Many Thanks!  

A highlight of this conference’s organization was the reviewing support received by the 
Program Committee, who themselves are mid or long-term members of the EWG-DSS and 
PROMETHEE Group. The reviewing process was planned to be performed in a concise and 
fast way, so that authors could count with the referees’ evaluation not only to help them to 
finalize their full papers to be submitted to the Journal Special Issues promoted by this 
conference, but also to improve their presentations. We have managed to achieve our 
reviewing goals with a minimal of delay, thanks to our engaged team of reviewers. We are 
very grateful to all of them, for their constructive feedback and prompt cooperation. Thanks 
Reviewers! 

Last, but not least, we - the EWG-DSS & PROMETHEE Group Coordinators – wish all the 
participants an extremely fruitful collaboration time in the conference with lots of networking 
for further cooperation and joint-work; as well as a real pleasant stay in sunny Crete! Thanks 
for being here. Enjoy the ICDSST – PROMETHEE Days 2018!  
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4th International Conference on Decision Support 
System Technology – ICDSST 2018 

& PROMETHEE DAYS 2018 
Conference Program 

Tuesday  22/5/2018 
9:00 - 9:30 Registration 

9:30 - 10:00 

Conference Opening Session (EWG-DSS, PROMETHEE Days, HCMR)  / 
Announcements 

(The opening and closing session, all invited talks and panels will take place at the 
HCMR amphitheater) 

10:00 - 11:00 

Invited Talk 1  
Professor Cathy Macharis, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium. 

Including stakeholders in the decision and evaluation process: the possibilities of the 
MAMCA methodology 

Chair: Jason Papathanasiou 

11:00 - 11:15 Coffee Break 

11:15 - 13:00 

Parallel Session 1a (ICDSST, amphitheater) 

Collaborative, participatory and group DSS 

Chair: Pascale Zarate 

1. SK-DSSy: how to integrate the YouTube platform in a cooperative decision 
support? 

Dario Torregrossa and Joachim Hansen 

2. A Group Decision-Making Model for Supplier Selection: the Case of a 
Colombian Agricultural Research Company 

Jenny Milena Moreno Rodriguez, Takanni Hannaka Abreu Kang, Eduarda 
Asfora Frej and Adiel Teixeira de Almeida 

3. Skills and Mindsets for an Analytically Innovative Organisation 

Yusuf-Ali Karbelkar and Mike Hart 

4. An Interactive Learning Environment Based on System Dynamics 
Methodology for Sustainable Mobility Challenges Communication & Citizens’ 
Engagement  

Glykeria Myrovali, Georgios Tsaples, Maria Morfoulaki, Georgia 
Aifadopoulou and Jason Papathanasiou 
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5. How to model Stakeholder participation for Flood Management 

Marta Dell'Ovo, Francesca Torrieri and Alessandra Oppio 

Parallel Session 1b (PROMETHEE Days, seminar room) 

Environmental applications of PROMETHEE 

Chair: Jean-Philippe Waaub 

1. Multiple Criteria Analysis in Forest Policy planning: Sustainable Agroforestry 
in Less Favoured Areas 

Stefanos Tsiaras, Jason Papathanasiou and George Tsiotras 

2. Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluations 
(PROMETHEE) for Assessing Agricultural Sustainability 

Byomkesh Talukder and Keith W. Hipel 

3. Comparing the Environmental Performance Index (EPI) with PROMETHEE’s 
ranking for the first thirty countries for 2016 

Panagiota Digkoglou and Jason Papathanasiou 

4. Locally Manufactured Small Wind Turbines: Assessing their sustainability in 
remote areas in comparison with a commercial small wind turbine 

Katerina Troullaki, Stelios Rozakis and Fausto Freire 

13:00 - 14:15 Light Lunch 

14:15 - 15:15 

Invited Talk 2  
Professor Jean-Philippe Waaub, Université du Québec à Montréal, Canada. 

Multicriteria and multi-stakeholder decision aid: lessons learned from environmental 
case studies 

Chair: Bertrand Mareschal 

15:15 - 17:00 

Parallel Session 2a (ICDSST, amphitheater) 

DSS models 

Chair: Boris Delibasic 

1. A multilabel prediction model for predicting part of the body and type of ski 
injury 

Sandro Radovanović, Boris Delibašić and Milija Suknovic 

2. Critical Events and Critical Infrastructures: A System Dynamics Approach 

Stefano Armenia, Georgios Tsaples and Camillo Carlini 

3. Forecasting Models Comparison: Statistical vs. Machine Learning 

Xin James He 

4. Expected Shortfall of the Makespan in Interval-Valued Activity Networks 

Carlo Meloni and Marco Pranzo 
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5. A Modelling Approach to Generating User Acceptance Tests

Leandro Antonelli, Guy Camilleri, Julián Grigera, Mariángeles Hozikian,
Cécile Sauvage and Pascale Zarate

Parallel Session 2b (PROMETHEE Days, seminar room) 

Sustainable Approaches with PROMETHEE 

Chair: Bertrand Mareschal 

1. Sustainable Energy Transition Readiness: A multicriteria assessment based
on PROMETHEE II

Hera Neofytou, Alexandros Nikas, Eleftherios Siskos and Haris Doukas

2. Evaluation of Renewable Energy Sources in the Context of Brazilian Ports
Using the PROMETHEE-ROC Approach

Takanni Hannaka Abreu Kang, Dayla Karolina Fossile, Sérgio Eduardo
Gouvea Da Costa, Ana Paula Cabral Seixas Costa and Adiel Teixeira de
Almeida

3. An Integrated MCDA Model for making Sustainable Investment Decisions on
the basis of SDGs

Micheal Akampa

4. New Directions toward Sustainable Banking Practices: An environmental
efficiency evaluation of Brazilian Federal Saving Bank branches.

Thyago C. Nepomuceno, Cinzia Daraio and Ana Paula Costa

17:00 - 17:15 Coffee Break 

17:15 - 19:00 

Parallel Session 3a (ICDSST, amphitheater) 

Security and safety 

Chair: Maro Vlahopoulou 

1. Cybersecurity threats: a proposed system for assessing threat severity

George Tsakalidis, Kostas Vergidis, Michael Madas and Maro Vlachopoulou

2. Information Systems Policy and Strategic Planning: The Alignment between
Organizational Factors and ICT Security Management

Fotis Kitsios, Maria Kamariotou, Ioannis Mavridis and Panagiotis Fouliras

3. Big Data Analytics to Improve the Decision-Making Process in Public Safety:
A Case Study in Northeast Brazil

Jean Turet and Ana Paula Cabral Seixas Costa

4. A Decision Support System to Define Public Safety Policies

Ana Paula Henriques de Gusmão, Ana Paula Cabral Seixas Costa, Maisa
Mendonça Silva and Thárcylla Clemente

5. Using IBM Watson for profiling the students of a Greek University

Dimitris Xenos, Chariton Tsakalidis, Kostas Vergidis and Maro Vlachopoulou
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Parallel Session 3b (PROMETHEE Days, seminar room) 

Applications of PROMETHEE 

Chair: Cathy Macharis 

1. Decision-support framework for prioritization in implementation of the
bicycle path sections

Drazenko Glavic and Marina Milenkovic

2. Modeling instigators of racism, abuse in football: The case of six EU
countries

Theodore Tarnanidis, Jason Papathanasiou, Georgios Tsaples and Stratos
Moschidis

3. Decision Support to Facade Renovation Planning for Small Multi-story
Buildings

Niksa Jajac, Marko Mladineo, Nenad Mladineo and Lucija Turcinov

4. A DSS models for selection of Computer on Module based on PROMETHEE
and DEX methods

Gjorgji Nusev, Pavle Boškoski, Marko Bohanec and Biljana Mileva
Boshkoska
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Wednesday  23/5/2018 

9:00 - 10:45 

Parallel Session 4 (ICDSST, amphitheater) 

DSS Models and frameworks 

Chair: Isabelle Linden 

1. An Ontology-based Decision Support Framework for Personalized Quality of
Life Recommendations

Marina Riga, Efstratios Kontopoulos, Kostas Karatzas, Stefanos Vrochidis and
Ioannis Kompatsiaris

2. A Sustainable Knowledge-based Innovation Strategy Framework

Dimitrios Mitroulis and Fotis Kitsios

3. OR/MS citation in the Environmental domain

Peter Keenan

4. A new function for ensemble pruning

Souad Taleb Zouggar and Abdelkader Adla

Parallel Session 5 (ICDSST, seminar room) 

Sustainable Logistics and Transportation I 

Chair: Jorge Freire de Souza  

1. Multi-source traffic prediction in cities with harbor for reducing congestion

Josep-Maria Salanova, Panagiotis Tzenos

2. Logistics plan in cities with ports: The case of Kavala, Greece

Georgia Aifadopoulou and Josep-Maria Salanova

3. A Quintuple Helix – based Decision Support Framework Towards the
Implementation of Low Carbon and Resilient Supply Chains

Adrian Solomon and Panayiotis Ketikidis

4. Decision Support Systems for Managing Broad Transitions to Renewables

Renato Flôres and Ruderico Pimentel

5. Strategic Information Systems in Logistics and Supply Chain Management

Fotis Kitsios, Maria Kamariotou, Michael Madas, Konstantinos Fouskas and
Vicky Manthou

10:45 - 11:00 Coffee Break 

11:00 - 12:00 

Invited Talk 3 
Professor Kostas Stathis, Royal Holloway University of London, UK. 

Prolegomena for decentralised decision-making platforms – An agent environments 
perspective 

Chair: Fatima Dargam 
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12:00 - 13:00 

Panel 1: "Exploiting experiences with European Collaboration Projects: from 
Proposal Preparation & Evaluation to Project Participation & Coordination" 

Chair: Pavlos Delias 

Panelists: 
Dr. Fatima Dargam, SimTech Simulation Technology & REACH, Austria 
Dr. Lucia Fanini, HCMR, Greece 
Prof. Shaofeng Liu, University of Plymouth, UK 
Prof. Rita Ribeiro, UNINOVA University, Portugal 
Prof. Pascale Zarate, Toulouse University / IRIT, France 

Panel 1 is sponsored by REACH Innovation Consultancy (www.reach-
consultancy.eu): REACH will draw a prize among the participants for a free virtual 
Coaching Consulting Session on EU Funding, Program & Calls for Projects right after 
Panel 1. 

13:00 - 14:15 Light Lunch 

14:15 - 16:00 

Parallel Session 6 (ICDSST, amphitheater) 

Sustainable Logistics and Transportation II 

Chair: Rita Ribeiro 

1. Low data intensive modal split model for supporting taxi policy making. Case
study in Cyprus

Josep-Maria Salanova

2. Multi-source data framework for the estimation of risks in the transport of
dangerous goods

Josep-Maria Salanova, Thanasis Gkoutzikas, Stratis Zacharis and Emmanouil
Chaniotakis

3. Building theory of agri-food supply chain resilience using total interpretive
structural modelling and MICMAC analysis

Guoqing Zhao, Shaofeng Liu and Carmen Lopez

4. An Agent-Based Decision Support System for Supply Chain Management in
the Petroleum Industry

Florina Covaci and Pascale Zarate

Parallel Session 7 (ICDSST, seminar room) 

Policy planning 

Chair: Fatima Dargam 

6. SIRPSS-Sustainable Industrial Site Redevelopment Planning Support System

Tong Wang, Qi Han and Bauke De Vries

7. Toward an Intelligent Integrated System for Urban Planning Using GIS and
Cloud Computing

Khelifa Boudjemaa, Ridda Laouar and Sean Eom

http://www.reach-consultancy.eu/
http://www.reach-consultancy.eu/
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8. An Intelligent Multi-Agent System using Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process 
and Axiomatic Design as a Decision Support Method for Refugee Settlement 
Siting 

Maria Drakaki, Hacer Guner Goren and Panagiotis Tzionas 

9. Normalization Techniques for Collaborative Platforms 

Nazanin Vafaei, Rita Ribeiro, Luis M. Camarinha-Matos and Maria L.R. Varela 

10. Towards an application of higher-order networks to political events analysis 

Christiana Pantermali, Zafeiris Papavaritis and Pavlos Delias 

16:00 - 17:00 

Invited Talk 4  
Dr Stefano Armenia, SYDIC, Italy. 

When two worlds collide: the new era of Smart Model-based Governance 

Chair: José Maria Moreno 

 Interval to get ready for Conference Dinner 

18:30 Bus 

19:00 

 

Official Conference Dinner 
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Thursday  24/5/2018 

9:00 - 10:45 

Session 8a (ICDSST, amphitheater) 

Decision Support for Transport Planning and Operation 

Chair: Georgia Aifadopoulou 

1. Methodology for the development of sustainable MaaS business models

Guido Di Pasquale

2. Social media data for supporting transportation planning

Ioannis Toumpalidis, Nicolaos Karanikolas, Josep-Maria Salanova and
Panagiotis Tzenos

3. Exploring the commercialization potential of freight transport services

Iraklis Stamos and Monica Giannini

4. Sustainable Development and Morphological Analysis: A Multi-Level
Strategic Planning for the Transport Sector

Maria De Fátima Teles and Jorge Freire De Sousa

5. Theoretical and Empirical Evidence of a Knowledge Mobilization Framework
for Lean Supply Chain Decisions in Agro-food Industry

Huilan Chen, Shaofeng Liu, Festus Oderanti and Biljana Mileva Boshkoska

Session 8b (PROMETHEE Days, seminar room) 

PROMETHEE Methods & Applications 

Chair: Jean-Pierre Brans 

1. PROMETHEE based ranking of project managers’ based on the five
personality traits

Georgios Aretoulis

2. Goal Programming and PROMETHEE Method as an evaluation tool for a
Seaplanes' Network in Greece

Charalampos Nikolaos Roukounis and Georgios Aretoulis

3. CCDAP: An approach to Classify Community Detection Algorithms with
PROMETHEE II

Samia Mohand Arab, Noria Taghezout and Fatima Zohra Benkaddour

4. Global sensitivity analysis in PROMETHEE

Sándor Bozóki

5. PROMETHEE R: from ranking to rating

Bertrand Mareschal

10:45-11:00 Coffee Break 
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11:00 - 12:00 

Invited Talk 5 
Professor Milosz Kadzinski, Poznan University of Technology, Poland. 

Multiple Criteria Decision Aiding in action: using the diviz software 

Chair: Jean-Pierre Brans 

12:00 - 13:00 

Panel 2: "Ethics and Decision" 

Chair: Jason Papathanasiou 

Panelists: 
Prof. Jean-Pierre Brans, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium 
Dr. Fatima Dargam, SimTech Simulation Technology & ILTC, Austria 
Dr. George Kotoulas, HCMR, Greece 
Prof. Bertrand Mareschal, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium 
Prof. Jean-Philippe Waaub, Université du Québec à Montréal, Canada 
Prof. Pascale Zarate, Toulouse University / IRIT, France 

13:00 - 14:15 Light Lunch 

14:15 - 16:15 

Session 9 (ICDSST, amphitheater) 

Decision support systems for sustainable freight transportation in Europe 
and India 

Chairs: Adrian Solomon and Alok Choudary 

1. An Integrated Performance Evaluation Model for Sustainable

Freight Transportation

Devendra Kumar Pathak, Ravi Shankar and Alok Choudhary

2. A Sustainable Order Quantity model under a Cap and Trade system

Daria Battini, Martina Calzavara, Fabio Sgarbossa and Francesco Zangaro

3. Risk Assessment in Freight Transportation Systems for Ensuring Safety and
Sustainability

Ravi Shankar, Divya Choudhary and Alok Choudhary

4. Towards a Benchmarking Tool for Sustainable Freight Transportation

Erica Ballantyne, Akhilesh Kumar and Nagendra Velaga

5. Multi-period reverse logistic network design with vehicle allocation

Akhilesh Kumar, Kondreddy Nageswara Reddy and Manoj Tiwari

6. A hybrid decision-making methodology for prioritizing collaborative
processes in sustainable freight transport

Fahham Hasan Qaiser, Arijit De, Martin Sykora, Ravi Shankar and Alok
Choudhary

PD Group meeting – EWG Executive Board meeting 

16:15 - 16:30 Coffee Break 
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16:30 - 17:00 

Sponsor remote session (amphitheater) 

Max Henrion (Lumina) 

Chair: Boris Delibasic 

17:00 - 17:15 EWG-DSS Presentation – Project Collab-Net 

17:15 - 18:45 

Poster Session and Networking 

1. Project Collab-Net (Version 5)

Jean Turet, Jadielson Moura, Ana Paula Cabral Seixas Costa, Fatima Dargam,
Pascale Zaraté and Isabelle Linden

2. A decision support system for high quality forecasting based on Artificial
Intelligence

Sabine Ritter and Martin Seidler

3. A Decision Support System for the Selection of Biomass Separation
Equipment

Junko Hutahaean, Pablo Brito-Parada and Jan Cilliers

4. Cognitive visualization tools in an ahp-multiactor context

Alberto Turón and José María Moreno-Jiménez

5. Developing a Bayesian network model for transportation system decision aid
in nature conservation areas – Experiences from the Geirangerfjord World
Heritage Site

Dina Margrethe Aspen, Børge Heggen Johansen and Magnus Sparrevik



XXIX 

Friday  25/5/2018 

09:00 - 10:45 

Session 10 (ICDSST, seminar room) 
DSS Cases 

Chair: Shaofeng Liu 

1. Unveiling hidden patterns in flexible medical treatment processes - A process
mining case study

Kathrin Kirchner and Petar Markovic

2. Building a web application with R programming language to support
decision making. Case study: The use of multiple correspondence analysis
(MCA) on data from Greek thermal springs.

Stratos Moschidis and Theodore Tarnanidis

3. A smart campus design: data-driven and evidence-based decision support
solution design

Uchitha Jayawickrama, Mohamed Sedky and Oumaima Ettahali

4. A novel secured agent-based approach for managing an ESN.

Mohamed Abdou Souidi and Noria Taghezout

Session 11 (ICDSST, amphitheater) 

DSS Applications 

Chair: Stefano Armenia 

1. Towards a computer based ClimeFish DSS for aquaculture stakeholders in
Greece

Orestis Stavrakidis-Zachou, Nikos Papandroulakis, Panagiotis Anastasiadis,
Astrid Sturm and Konstadia Lika

2. Decision Support Systems & Tools for Airport Airside Performance
Assessment

Michael Madas, Maro Vlachopoulou, Vassiliki Manthou, Fotis Kitsios and
Kostas Vergidis

3. A web-based DSS for resource allocation in a Brazilian public University

Carolina Lino Martins, Pascale Zaraté, Adiel Teixeira de Almeida, Danielle
Morais and Kurt Peters

4. Applications of DSSs in agricultural production planning in Greece

Jason Papathanasiou, Thomas Bournaris, Basil Manos and Georgios Tsaples

5. Computer Supported Team Formation

Georgios Stavrou, Panagiotis Adamidis and Jason Papathanasiou

10:45 - 11:15 Coffee Break 



XXX 

11:15 - 11:30 EWG-DSS 2017 Best Paper Award Ceremony 

11:30 - 11:45 Jean-Pierre Brans PROMETHEE Award Ceremony 

11:45 - 12:15 EWG-DSS Presentations of the next ICDSST Conferences (2019 / 2020) and IJDSST 
Presentation 

12:10 - 12:25 PROMETHEE Days next Conference (2019) Announcement 

12:15 - 12:45 Conference Closing Session (ICDSST – PD 2018) 
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Conference Abstracts 
Invited Talks* 

*Abstracts appear in the same order that they are presented in the program.

Invited Talk 1 

Professor Cathy Macharis
Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium 

Cathy Macharis is Professor at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel. Together with Prof. Joeri Van 
Mierlo she is leading the research group MOBI – (Mobility, Logistics and Automotive 
Technology) is an interdisciplinary group focusing on sustainable logistics, electric and 
hybrid vehicles and urban mobility. Her research focuses on how to make the mobility 
system more sustainable. She has been involved in several regional, national and European 
research projects dealing with topics such as the implementation of innovative concepts for 
city distribution, assessment of policy measures in the field of logistics and sustainable 
mobility, development of a multi actor multi criteria analysis framework, etc. She published 
several books and wrote more than 100 papers. She is the chairwoman of Brussels Mobility 
Commission and Chairwoman of the Sustainability Commission at the VUB. Please visit our 
website: http://mobi.vub.ac.be/  

Talk: 
“Including stakeholders in the decision and evaluation process: the 

possibilities of the MAMCA methodology” 

Abstract 

When making decision, several criteria are often important. That is why we started to use 
multi criteria analysis methods to help us with that. However, in many cases there are many 
people involved in these decisions. People who might have different objectives/criteria and 
who might have different priorities. That is why we need an extra layer on top of the multi 
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criteria analysis layer, and this is the multi actor layer. In this talk, I will explain the Multi 
Actor Multi Criteria Analysis approach and tackle the most asked questions about it.  

Invited Talk 2 

Professor Jean-Philippe Waaub
University of Quebec, Canada 

Jean-Philippe Waaub holds his PhD in Planning (Montreal University, 1993), his Master in 
Land use planning and regional development (Laval University, 1984) and Agronomic 
engineering (Faculté des sciences agronomiques de l’état, Gembloux, Belgique, 1981). 
Since 1993, he is professor at the Geography Department, University of Quebec in Montreal 
and full professor since 1999. Since June 2017, he has been Vice-Dean of Research at the 
Faculty of Human Sciences at UQAM. He is a member at the Interdisciplinary Studies Group 
in Geography and Regional Environment (GEIGER, UQAM), which he instituted in 1995. 
Since 1994, he is also a member at the Group for Research in Decision Analysis (GERAD: 
HEC Montreal, Polytechnique Montreal, McGill, UQAM; funded as a FRQNT research 
strategic cluster). He was Director of GERAD from 2011 to 2015. His research, conducted in 
Quebec, including in collaboration with First Nations, Canada, Europe, Africa and The 
Caribbean deals with the environmental assessment system (strategic environmental 
assessment (SEA); environmental and social impact assessment at the project level; audit; 
participation; adapted processes and tools), decision aid tools as applied to territorial 
planning, resource management and environment (multicriteria decision aid [MCDA], 
integrated system for decision aid, group decision support system, public participation), with 
energy and environmental planning using a multi-model approach, using an energy system 
optimization model and a multicriteria and multi-stakeholders decision-making collaborative 
support model (MCDA) coupled with a geographic information system (GIS) and with 
security of energy corridors. 

Talk: 
“Multicriteria and multi-stakeholder decision aid: lessons learned 

from environmental case studies”  

Abstract 

This presentation presents the lessons learned over more than twenty years of multicriteria 
decision support practice in the field of the environment, natural resources and land-use 
planning. The material analyzed includes various case studies such as strategic 
environmental assessment (SEA) of energy strategies in Maritime Guinea; SEA of ore ports 
development in Maritime Guinea; SEA of wind farms in Quebec; SEA of natural resources 
management options in the context of First Nations in Quebec; SEA of energy strategies for 
Great Montreal Area; land-use planning of Ste-Claire municipality in Quebec; risk 
assessment of energy corridors; policy risk assessment of supplying countries; prioritization 
of Lyme disease interventions; greenhouse gases country quota allocations. The lessons 
concern both the decision processes and the tools used. They are presented according to 
the following themes: adaptation to contexts (political, geographical, cultural, etc.), to 
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available human and financial resources, and to other project management constraints such 
as allocated time frame; knowledge based decisions (discussion about integrating, 
equilibrizing, uniting to scientific knowledges to different types of knowledges such as 
vernacular, contextual, traditional knowledges) and integration with other decision-making 
processes (ex.: from strategic environmental assessment to strategic assessment including 
environmental issues); training stakeholders to processes and tools; problem setting; 
stakeholder system (typology; societal representativeness and legitimacy; etc.), definition of 
roles at each steps of the decision process, tools of animation and modes of more or less 
contributive implication; scenario design (hierarchy of objectives; contrasted visions of the 
world; set of hypothesis; spatial modelling); identification of concerns, and needs; 
structuration of a limited set of issues and their translation into qualitative and quantitative 
criteria and indicators (working upstream towards a common and shared understanding of 
the problem, or working while managing individual and conflicting stakeholder’s problem 
settings [scenarios and criteria]); measurement of indicators (mobilization or not of sectoral 
expertise and use of different tools including geographic information systems, focus groups, 
Delphi, mathematical models, etc.); intra and inter criteria information (preference functions, 
thresholds, weights); choice of an appropriate aggregation approach and related software; 
production and communication of results provided by the implemented aggregation 
approach; consultation, deliberation, negotiation between the stakeholders in face to face or 
online modes; type of conflict and resulting resolution modes; design and communication of 
the decision. Following these experiences, it seems more appropriate to speak of 
multicriteria and multi-stakeholder support to consultation, deliberation, or negotiation in view 
a decision. Future issues involve facing decision in the context of sustainable development; 
coupling with models; communication tools; Web 2.0, etc. 

 

 
Invited Talk 3 

 
 

 
Professor Kostas Stathis 

Royal Holloway University of London, UK 
 

Kostas Stathis studies the development of autonomous systems with cognitive and social 
capabilities with the twin goals of understanding human intelligence in symbolic 
computational terms and developing applications that support what people do in their 
everyday activities. He holds a PhD from Imperial College London and at Royal Holloway he 
is Professor of Artificial Intelligence, where he is a founding member of the Distributed and 
Global Computing Centre and founder and director of the Distributed and Intelligent 
Computing Environments Lab. He is internationally known for developing agent models and 
leading the implementation of platforms that support the deployment of logic-based agents in 
applications such as Telemedicine, Smart Grids, Ambient Intelligence and Cyber Physical 
Systems. His most recent work focuses on explaining how an autonomous agent can 
explicitly represent the environment in which it is situated to recognize  decision making 
opportunities for achieving its goals and how multiple agents can be organised over 
distributed networks to interact with other agents by inhabiting electronic environments and 
accessing physical worlds.  He is Fellow of the BCS, a member of AAAI, ACM, IEEE and 
practitioner of the British Education Academy. 
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Talk: 
“Prolegomena for decentralised decision-making platforms - 

An agent environments perspective.”  

Abstract 

Should we be concerned about how to build decision-making platforms that are 
decentralised? If so, how can we build them to support people make better decisions? While 
some in the mainstream decision-making community dismiss these concerns, I will argue 
instead that a fundamental re-work of the practical aspects of decision-making is required to 
take these concerns into account. Instead of building systems that simply optimize a set of 
objectives, we need to learn how to build systems that will, in fact, interact with other 
systems and take decisions side-by-side with humans, so that the combined decisions can 
be beneficial to us. To address these concerns, I will use the idea of events processing in 
agent environments to show that it is useful to imbue systems that support explicit 
mechanisms connecting the decision-making process with the environment in which it takes 
place. I will then explore how by decentralising these mechanisms we can create 
deployment platforms for decision-making applications that can, in turn, benefit the humans 
they are designed to help. 

Invited Talk 4 

Dr. Stefano Armenia
 SYDIC, Italy 

Stefano Armenia is a Research Fellow in the Link Campus University in Rome, Italy. He has 
a degree in Computer Engineering, Industrial Automation & Control Systems, a Ph.D. in 
Business Engineering and a Master in Management and Business Administration. His 
research interests deal with the analysis of complex systems dynamics in many fields, 
logistics and transportation, innovative finance and technological innovation, policy modeling 
and assessment of impacts of new technologies on organizational processes. At the 
moment, he is President of SYDIC (the Italian Network of the System Dynamics International 
Society). 

Talk: 
“When two worlds collide: the new era of Smart Model-based 

Governance”  

Abstract 

Although the concept of governance has been widely discussed in the academia as well as 
in the public and private sectors over the last decades, there is still no consensus on its 
definition. Some of its definitions emerged in the 1940s and, since then, it has been 
systematically used in distinct areas such as business organization, accounting, 
management, and even into the IT. 
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Governance is related to decisions, but the human mind is limited by the available 
information. In this perspective, the availability of better data management technologies can 
soften the problem of limited information available during decision-making by rendering 
cheaper and faster the gathering and processing techniques. Although Big Data initiatives 
are currently presenting promising results, there are still some skepticisms about their real 
capabilities. Some authors argue that its contribution to prediction performance is still 
marginal, as it is highly contextual dependent, and its objective and accuracy are somehow 
misleading. 

Our assumption is that approaches underlying the extraction of knowledge from large 
amount of data are surely important to understand how a system has behaved until a certain 
point in time. However, they unfortunately lack the capability to infer future system’s behavior 
and its relationship with other systems (some of which might even have counterintuitive 
behaviors). 

As problems become more complex and interlinked, an integrated and systemic approach 
becomes necessary, especially in conjunction with the availability of increasingly 
sophisticated technological solution for extracting information from data. Many authors 
argued that if people had a holistic view of the world, they would act in consonance with the 
long-term best interests of the whole system. As a direct consequence of this the Systems 
Thinking approach, which advocates the ability to see the world as a complex system where 
everything is connected, was proposed and developed. 

There are many schools of Systems Thinking, from qualitative to formal and quantitative 
modeling. One example of how such approaches could help overcoming the bounded 
rationality and improve the learning process in complex settings as well as the decision-
making process, is to combine modeling and simulation techniques to data gathering. 

Several of the Systems Thinking techniques still lack a standard notation for specifying 
model requirements. Model-based approaches, which emphasizes the application of visual 
modeling principles and provides a rigorous means for capturing and integrating 
requirements, design, analysis, verification, assessment, and communication, can thus be 
used as a bridge between the huge amount of data available and being produced, and the 
Systems Thinking community for developing a new paradigm of decision-making supporting 
tools. 

The proposed Smart Model-based Governance (SMbG) framework ideally aggregates IT 
tools, standards and methodologies together with modeling & simulation methodologies and 
technologies capable of addressing strategic aspects in complex organizations and 
environments under a systemic umbrella approach. SMbG tries to address how different and 
complimentary tools (namely Big Data, Systems Thinking, various Modeling and Simulation) 
could be combined to foster the achievement of good governance. It shall represent a new 
paradigm for decision-making and governance in the long-term horizon. 
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Invited Talk 5 

Professor Milosz Kadzinski 
University of Technology, Poland 

Milosz Kadzinski is a member of the Laboratory of Intelligent Decision Support Systems 
within the Institute of Computing Science at Poznan University of Technology. He received a 
PhD degree in computer science in 2012 and a habilitation in technical sciences in 2017. His 
research interests are in Multiple Criteria Decision Aiding (Preference Learning, Rough Sets, 
Robustness Analysis), Interactive and Evolutionary Multiple Objective Optimization, Data 
Envelopment Analysis, and Information and Software Technologies. He has developed a 
methodology for computer-aided decision analysis, which transforms the incomplete and 
imperfect preferential data to conclusions that may be useful in solving multiple criteria 
problems. The methodology combines in an original way the elements of artificial 
intelligence, algorithmic decision theory, mathematical programming, and computer 
simulations. His algorithms for preference elicitation and modelling accept diverse types of 
holistic preference information, whereas the proposed methods for comprehensive 
robustness analysis exhibit different levels of certainty with respect to a recommended 
decision. 

His research results have been published in not less than 40 papers in the top JCR journals 
in the category of Operations Research or Computer Science with Artificial Intelligence (e.g., 
Omega, European Journal of Operational Research, Computers & Operations Research, 
Decision Support Systems, Information Sciences, Machine Learning). Since 2009, he has 
been an active contributor to the Decision Deck project (http://www.decision-
deck.org/project/), which aims at collaboratively developing open source software tools 
implementing MCDA methods. Since 2016 he holds the position of the vice-president of the 
Decision Deck Consortium.  

He holds the MCDM Doctoral Dissertation Award 2013 by International Society on Multiple 
Criteria Decision Making and the EURO Doctoral Dissertation Award 2013 – top 3 – by 
EURO – The Association of European Operational Research Societies. He has been 
distinguished by the Polish Academy of Sciences (Best paper in technical sciences 2013 
and Scientific award of the Department of Technical Sciences in 2016), Polish Ministry of 
Science and Higher Education (Award for the scientific achievements in 2013 and 
Scholarship for outstanding young scientists between 2013 and 2016), and Foundation for 
Polish Science (START scholarships in 2013 and 2014). He has been acknowledged with 
the Best Reviewer Award by European Journal of Operational Research in 2012-17 and by 
Group Decision and Negotiation in 2017. 
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Talk: 
Multiple Criteria Decision Aiding in action: using the diviz software  

 
Abstract 

 
Diviz (www.diviz.org) is an open-source software which allows to design, execute, and share 
complex workflows implementing procedures of multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA). 
Decision analysis procedures as well as visualization or reporting tools are available in diviz 
via XMCDA web-services. These web-service need to read inputs and write outputs 
formatted using the dedicated XML-based standard. In this way, they can interoperate and 
be combined into complex workflows even if they are written in various programming 
languages. The software makes available a few tens of useful MCDA approaches, but also 
enables to construct new methods without any mathematical or programming skills. The 
presentation will illustrate how diviz can be used by: 

- Practitioners who use MCDA tools to support actual decision makers involved in real world 
decision problems; 

- Teachers who present MCDA methods in courses, for didactic purposes; 

- Researchers who want to compare results of applying different methods or share their 
developments. 
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SK-DSSy: how to integrate the YouTube platform in a 
cooperative decision support? 

 

Dario Torregrossa1, Joachim Hansen2 

 
1 Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology (LIST),  

41 Rue du Brill, 4422 Sanem, Luxembourg 
dario.torregrossa@list.lu,dariotorregrossa@gmail.com 

orcid.org/0000-0002-5863-1628 

2 Universite du Luxembourg,  
6 rue Richard Coudenhove-Kalergi, L-1359 Luxembourg 

 

ABSTRACT 

In wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) domain, the decision support tools are 
nowadays necessary in order to e_ciently process the large databases generated with on-
line sensors. In this paper a cooperative decision support system (DSS) is presented. This 
DSS uses a KPI-based fuzzy logic engine to analyse the plant performance and identify 
the operational conditions that occur in the plants. Then, it associates the detected 
operational conditions with YouTube pages in which videos are uploaded to provide 
details and propose suggestions. The YouTube platform is then used to share and validate 
suggestions by means of the comment functions and the 'likes'. This approach is 
innovative, free of costs, and useful for plant managers that can rely on a user-friendly 
platform. 

 
Keywords: decision support system, wastewater treatment, fuzzy logic, YouTube, Shared 
Knowledge Decision Support System (SK-DSS)  
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SIRPSS- Sustainable Industrial Site Redevelopment 
Planning Support System  

Tong Wang1, Qi Han1, Bauke de Vries1 

1Eindhoven University of Technology, 
5612AZ Eindhoven, the Netherlands 

tong.wang.0821@gmail.com

ABSTRACT 

Abandoned industrial sites should be redeveloped in a sustainable way to reduce waste 
land. Planning support systems (PSSs) can help in the early planning phase by presenting 
possible outcomes of various redevelopment scenarios to the planners. This paper 
presents a PSS to support sustainable industrial site redevelopment decision based on past 
experiences. Past experiences are recorded as cases in the system. Case-based reasoning 
(CBR) is applied. For sites needed to be redeveloped, similar redeveloped cases are 
retrieved from the case library. Strategies that the previous cases have applied are 
reviewed and the new site is designed based on the comparison study of new case and 
past experiences, together with the input from planners. Sustainability is dynamically 
evaluated on site and regional level. A showcase is presented for the system illustration.  

Keywords: Planning support system, Case-based reasoning, Sustainability, Redevelop 
strategy, Past experience 
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An Ontology-based Decision Support Framework for 
Personalized Quality of Life Recommendations 

 

Marina Riga1,2, Efstratios Kontopoulos1, Kostas Karatzas2,  
Stefanos Vrochidis1, Ioannis Kompatsiaris1 

1 CERTH-ITI,  
Information Technologies Institute, Thessaloniki, Greece 

{mriga, skontopo, stefanos, ikom}@iti.gr  

2 ISAG-EI Group, Dept. of Mechan. Engineering, Aristotle Univ. of Thessaloniki, Greece 
{mriga, kostas}@isag.meng.auth.gr 

 

ABSTRACT 

As urban atmospheric conditions are tightly connected to citizens’ quality of life, the 
concept of efficient environmental decision support systems becomes highly relevant. 
However, the scale and heterogeneity of the involved data, together with the need for 
associating environmental information with physical reality, increase the complexity of 
the problem. In this work, we capitalize on the semantic expressiveness of ontologies to 
build a framework that uniformly covers all phases of the decision making process: from 
structuring and integration of data, to inference of new knowledge. We define a 
simplified ontology schema for representing the status of the environment and its impact 
on citizens’ health and actions. We also implement a novel ontology- and rule-based 
reasoning mechanism for generating personalized recommendations, capable of treating 
differently individuals with diverse levels of vulnerability under poor air quality 
conditions. The overall framework is easily adaptable to new sources and needs.   

 
Keywords: personalized decision support, ontology, OWL 2, SPIN, air quality 
recommendations, user profiling 
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Unveiling hidden patterns in exible medicaltreatment 
processes - A process mining case study 

Kathrin Kirchner1, Petar Markovic2 

1 Berlin School of Economics and Law, 
10315 Berlin, Germany 

kathrin.kirchner@hwr-berlin.de 

2 Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 
5600 Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

p.markovic@tue.nl

ABSTRACT

In hospital environments, treatment processes, resp. clinical pathways, are adopted based 
on the health state of a patient. Modeling of pathways is time consuming and due to the 
involvement of many participants, the introduction of clinical pathways is cost-intensive. 
Process mining oers a possibility for automatic or semi-automatic creation of clinical 
pathways based on the event log data recorded during the process execution in hospital 
information systems. However, state-ofthe-art algorithms struggle to discover meaningful 
end-to-end patterns from highly exible clinical log data. This challenge can be addressed 
by Local Process Models. They allow pathways to be modeled partially, thus enabling the 
detection of major process steps. In our case study, we apply this recently proposed 
method on a real world clinical dataset and discuss results and challenges. 

Key words: process mining, local process model, clinical pathway, exible process, case 
study 
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A DSS model for selection of Computer on Module based on 
PROMETHEE and DEX methods 

Gjorgji Nusev1,2 , Pavle Boškoski1, Marko Bohanec1, 
Biljana Mileva Boshkoska1,3 

1Jožef Stefan Institute, 
Jamova cesta 39, Ljubljana, Slovenia 

{gjorgji.nusev,pavle.boskoski,marko.bohanec,biljana.mileva}@ijs.si 
http://ijs.si 

2Jožef Stefan International Postgraduate School, 
Jamova cesta 39, Ljubljana, Slovenia 

http://mps.si 

3Faculty of Information Studies in Novo mesto, 
Ljubljanska cesta 32a, Novo mesto, Slovenia 

http://fis.unm.si 

ABSTRACT 

The onset of Industry 4.0 requires for development of self-aware systems. The core of 
such systems are computationally powerful yet energy efficient embedded modules, 
called computer on module (COM), capable of performing various tasks of control, data 
acquisition and signal processing. The market is flooded with various COM systems thus 
making the selection of the most appropriate one for appropriate task is a very difficult 
task. This decision problem is addressed by employing PROMETHEE and DEXi 
methods. The proposed solution is a decision model based on 13 attributes. The 
evaluation is performed on a set of 53 currently available COMs. 

http://fis.unm.si/
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Skills and Mindsets for an Analytically Innovative 
Organisation 

 
Yusuf-Ali Karbelkar1, Mike Hart1 

 
1Department of Information Systems, University of Cape Town,  

South Africa 
yakkoh@gmail.com, mike.hart@uct.ac.za 

 

ABSTRACT 

Much research has been carried out on factors influencing acceptance, success, and 
pervasiveness of business intelligence (BI) and analytics in organisations.  This study 
focusses on the range of skills / competencies, and attitudes / mindsets, which can lead to 
an organization becoming sustainably data-driven and innovative through BI and 
analytics (BI&A).  Following a literature review, business managers, users and creators of 
BI&A systems in South Africa were interviewed about the contribution of skills and 
mindsets to pervasive BI&A.  Thematic analysis of the conversations uncovered five 
main themes: Good Communication, Prioritization of BI, Different Skillsets, Adopting 
BI&A, and Hunger for BI&A, all with sub-themes.  Many of the important skills and 
mindsets were shown to be common to BI&A practitioners, as well as to their users and 
management. 

 
Keywords: business intelligence and analytics, skills, mindsets, competencies, attitudes, 
innovative, organization, sustainable 
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How to model Stakeholder participation for Flood 
Management 

 
Marta Dell’Ovo1, Francesca Torrieri 2, Alessandra Oppio3 

1 Department of Architecture, Built Environment and Construction Engineering, 
Politecnico di Milano, via Bonardi 9, 20133 Milano, Italy 

marta.dellovo@polimi.it 

2 Department of Industrial Engineering, Università di Napoli Federico II – Corso Umberto 
I, 40, 80138 Napoli, Italy 

3 Department of Architecture and Urban Studies, Politecnico di Milano, via Bonardi 3, 
20133 Milano, Italy 

 

ABSTRACT 

Stakeholders participation for Flood Risk Management is a key factor for the 
improvement of policy and decision’s quality of and to create consensus. Nowadays there 
are many studies on this topic aimed to take into consideration the involvement of 
stakeholders in different phases of the process and with the use of different procedures. In 
Italy the situation seems to be critical compared to the international panorama, since the 
are no regulation or protocols to prevent disaster or repair the damage. The paper 
proposes a critical overview of methodologies able to engage stakeholders in decision-
making process with a detail on case studies focused on the Flood Risk Management. 
Different aspects will be investigated and compared in order to outline considerations and 
possible conclusions. 

 
Keywords: Flood Risk Management, Stakeholder Analysis, Geographic Information 
System, Environment assessment 
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Towards an Intelligent Integrated System for Urban Planning 
Using GIS and Cloud Computing 

 
Boudjemaa Khelifa1, Mohamed Ridda Laouar1, Sean Eom2 

1 Laboratory of Mathematics, Informatics and Systems (LAMIS),  
University of Larbi Tebessi, Tebessa, 12002, Algeria, 

khelifa_b@yahoo.fr, ridda_laouar@yahoo.fr 
 

2 Southeast Missouri State University, USA 
sbeom@semo.edu 

 

ABSTRACT 

During the last few years, urban field has become more and more complex, as much as 
the growth of new technologies, new problems occurred. Therefore, urban territory 
planning organizations look ahead to find out sustainable alternatives, to meet human 
urban needs and to reach a high level of efficiency with the best employment of available 
resources. This paper proposes an Intelligent Integrated System using Geographic 
Information System (GIS) and Cloud Computing technology. The projected approach is 
based on: (i) the expand of the local GIS, by adding required information; (ii) the 
prediction of urban needs for a local scope, via analyzing GIS information; and (iii) the 
support of decision-makers so as to fit suggested urban projects to appropriate areas, 
respecting constraints. This paper includes a new architecture combining the main 
components of the proposed system.  

 
Keywords: Urban Planning, Intelligent Decision Support System, GIS, Cloud 
Computing, Sustainable Development. 
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A Group Decision-Making Model for Supplier Selection: the 
Case of a Colombian Agricultural Research Company 

Jenny Milena Moreno Rodriguez1, Takanni Hannaka Abreu Kang2, Eduarda 
Asfora Frej2, Adiel Teixeira de Almeida2 

1 Corporación Colombiana de Investigación Agropecuária (CORPOICA), 
Bogotá, Colombia 

2 Center for Decision Systems and Information Development (CDSID), Federal 
University of Pernambuco (UFPE),  

Recife, Brazil 
takanni.kang@gmail.com 

ABSTRACT 

Decisions about supplier selection are important in the management of companies, as they 
directly influence their business continuity. The aim in such problem is to select the most 
suitable supplier from a set of potential ones, a task that involves several aspects besides 
cost. In this paper we build a model based on partial information in the context of MAVT 
(Multi-Attribute Value Theory) in order to select a satisfactory laboratory’s equipment 
supplier for an agricultural research company. Based on a set of criteria determined by 
specialists and alternatives available at local market, we applied the Flexible and 
Interactive Tradeoff (FITradeoff) method for eliciting preferences of multiple decision 
makers (DMs) and assist them to reach a consensus solution. The results showed the 
applicability of the method for aiding real-life situations since it enables DMs to consider 
tradeoffs amongst criteria based on a structured elicitation process, while lowering the 
cognitive effort required from them. 

Keywords: Group Decision-Making, Multicriteria Analysis, Partial Information, Supplier 
Selection 
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Big Data Analytics to Improve the Decision-Making Process 
in Public Safety: A Case Study in Northeast Brazil 

 
Jean Gomes Turet¹, Ana Paula Cabral Seixas Costa1 

 
1 Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, 

Management Engineering Department. 
jeanturet@gmail.com, apcabral@hotmail.com 

 

ABSTRACT 

The concern about national security has increased over the years. The large number of 
crimes has brought a variety of serious problems to Brazil and other countries around the 
world. Therefore, the major challenge, especially in Brazil, faced by public safety is how 
best to analyze large amounts of data so as to identify the factors that influence how 
crimes evolve. Thus, this paper analyzes public safety in the northeast of Brazil and 
proposes a decision-making model based on Big Data Analytics. This model is a part of a 
framework that will support decision processes by identifying the most dangerous places 
based on correlating data on location and the number of crimes from a large volume of 
crime data. 

 
Keywords: public safety, big data, Hadoop framework  
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An Intelligent Multi-Agent System using Fuzzy Analytic 
Hierarchy Process and Axiomatic Design as a Decision 

Support Method for Refugee Settlement Siting 
 

Maria Drakaki1, Hacer Güner Gören2, P. Tzionas1 

1Department of Automation Engineering, Alexander Technological Educational Institute 
of Thessaloniki,  

P.O. Box 141, GR-574 00, Thessaloniki, Hellas (GR) 
drakaki@autom.teithe.gr, ptzionas@autom.teithe.gr 

 
2 Department of Industrial Engineering, Pamukkale University,  

Kinikli Campus, Denizli, Turkey  
hgoren@pau.edu.tr 

 

ABSTRACT 

Crises and disasters of recent years are complex and occasionally interrelated phenomena, 
which require complex decision making for effective humanitarian relief operations 
provision. Moreover, coordination is needed between different humanitarian actors as 
decision makers. Massive refugee and migrant arrivals in Greece since 2014, mainly a 
result of a refugee crisis, require complex humanitarian supply chain management and 
logistics operations. In this paper, refugee settlement site planning decision making 
process is addressed with an intelligent multi-agent system (MAS) modeling approach. 
The MAS uses two multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) methods: fuzzy analytic 
hierarchy process (FAHP) to determine the weights of criteria and fuzzy axiomatic design 
approach extended with risk factors (RFAD) to rank alternative sites for refugee 
settlement. The proposed method will be applied to evaluate currently operating 
temporary accommodation sites in Greece. 

 
Keywords: Intelligent multi-agent system; refugee settlement planning; refugee crisis; 
decision support method 
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A new function for ensemble pruning 

Souad Taleb Zouggar1, Abdelkader Adla2 

1 Department of Economics, University of Oran 2, 
Algeria 

Souad.taleb@gmail.com 

2 Department of Computer Science, University of Oran 1, 
Algeria 

adla.abdelkader@univ-oran.dz

ABSTRACT 

We propose in this work a new function named Diversity and Accuracy for Pruning 
Ensembles (DAPE) which takes into account both accuracy and diversity to prune an 
ensemble of homogenous classifiers. A comparative study with a diversity based method 
and experimental results on several datasets show the effectiveness of the proposed 
method. 

Keywords: Data mining, Classification, Decision Trees, Ensemble Methods, 
Homogenous Ensembles, Bagging, Pruning, Ensemble Selection, Hill Climbing. 
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An Interactive Learning Environment Based on System 
Dynamics Methodology for Sustainable Mobility Challenges 

Communication & Citizens’ Engagement 

Glykeria Myrovali1, Georgios Tsaples2, Maria Morfoulaki1, Georgia 
Aifadopoulou1, Jason Papathanasiou2 

1Hellenic Institute of Transport/Centre for Research and Technology Hellas 
(HIT/CERTH),  

6th km Charilaou-Thermi Road, Thessaloniki, 57001, Greece 
myrovali@certh.gr, marmor@certh.gr, gea@certh.gr 

2University of Macedonia, Department of Business Administration 
gtsaples@gmail.com, jasonp@uom.gr 

ABSTRACT 

Serving the goal of enhancing the participatory approach of sustainable urban mobility 
planning for delivering acceptable and viable mobility plans, the current paper presents 
the MOTIVATE Interactive Learning Environment (ILE)/ Game. Based on the System 
Dynamics (SD) methodology and answering to the need for catching up to the 
interactivity trend, the MOTIVATE ILE offers the user with a simplified experiential 
procedure for understanding the consequences of mode choice and sustainable decision 
making. Moreover, the rewarding system proposed for allowing the performance of 
actions while using the ILE transforms the user into an active agent of mobility planning 
by asking him/her to provide travel data and opinions for the improvement of city’s daily 
transportation performance. 

Keywords: Sustainable Mobility, Interactive Learning Environments, Serious Gaming, 
Awareness Raising, Behavior Change 
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Critical Events and Critical Infrastructures: A System 
Dynamics Approach 

 
Stefano Armenia1, Georgios Tsaples2, Camillo Carlini1 

 
1Department of Computer, Control and Management Engineering at Sapienza Universilty 

of Rome, via Ariosto 25, 00185, Rome Italy 
armenia@dis.uniroma1.it, carlini@dis.uniroma1.it 

 
2University of Macedonia, Department of Business Administration 

gtsaples@gmail.com 

 

ABSTRACT 

Critical events like natural disasters or terrorist attacks have evolved to a realistic concern 
over the last decade. Anticipation and timely decision-making are fundamental to ensure 
positive outcomes, stability and safety especially with concern to Critical Infrastructure. 
The purpose of this paper is to promote a new framework for efficient and effective crisis 
management in the area of Critical Infrastructures. The main effort of the project has been 
to use simulation models with the purpose of investigating, reproducing and representing 
the interdependencies among CIs while stressed by critical events. The results of the 
simulation demonstrated that preparation in cases like a flooding, can prove extremely 
useful and make an extreme situation more manageable. Finally, elements of the human 
behaviour, which are the most uncertain and difficult to simulate, are the most important 
and can make the difference between a disaster and a manageable situation. 

 
Keywords: System Dynamics, Simulation, Interdependencies, Critical Infrastructures, 
Critical Events 
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Computer Supported Team Formation 

Georgios Stavrou1, Panagiotis Adamidis2, Jason Papathanasiou 1 

1University of Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece 
gstavr@uom.edu.gr, jasonp@uom.edu.gr 

2Alexander Technological Educational Institute of Thessaloniki, 
Thessaloniki, Greece, 

adamidis@it.teithe.gr

ABSTRACT 

Composing teams may be a time consuming and complex task. In any type of teams, the 
adequate selection of individuals to a team may increase the intellectual growth of the 
team in order to cooperate and reach the established goals. However, success of the 
composed team is not always guaranteed. To fill this gap, researchers develop different 
tools aiming to help team makers to assign team members to teams, in order to satisfy 
their expectations. The main goal of this paper is to present a literature review on team 
formation methodologies, tools, and applications that have been implemented. In this 
paper we present an analysis of what are teams, and its social structure. Next, a literature 
review and the efforts of computer supported team formation are presented and finally, 
the efforts of the researchers to achieve the optimal result are discussed.  

Keywords: Team, Team composition, Computer supported team formation, Team 
formation methodologies/tools 
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Decision-support framework for prioritization in 
implementation of the bicycle path sections 

Draženko Glavić1, Marina Milenković1

1 University of Belgrade, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering, 
V. Stepe 305, Belgrade 11000, Serbia

drazen@sf.bg.ac.rs, marina.milenkovic@sf.bg.ac.rs 
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ABSTRACT 

Different constraints often imply need for prioritization in implementation of projects. 
The need for prioritization in implementation of list of proposed projects can be caused 
with different factors such as available budget, available time, law constraints and others 
factors. An interesting case of creating implementation priority list is ranking of bicycle 
path sections. Bicycling is specific mode of transportation with low operating cost almost 
close to zero, bike riders are getting healthier while riding bike for traveling and most 
important, use of bike as a transport mode do not have negative consequences on the 
environment. To create implementation rankings list of bike path sections Multi Criteria 
Decision Making (MCDM) methodology is an appropriate methodology. MCDM 
methodology applied in this research is Preference Ranking Organization Method for 
Enrichment Evaluations (PROMETHEE). The expert-based decision-support framework 
includes a procedure for defining list of evaluation criteria and their weights, scoring of 
alternatives, as well as sensitivity analysis. Presented decision-support framework is 
applied on six bicycle sections. Results indicate that the best-ranked bicycle section is 
section 2. Decision-support framework is developed for transferability to different 
contexts, where local features can be taken into account by choosing specific alternatives, 
criteria, and criteria weights. 

Keywords: Bicycle path, Sections, Promethee method, MCDM. 
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ABSTRACT 

The growth and the availability of the smart devices is becoming ubiquitous today and 
inter-networking of these devices make up what is commonly called the Internet of 
Things (IoT). IoT is being used to update, enhance, simplify and automate individual 
lives and communities. Most of the cities in general and universities in special are 
adopting IoT technologies in order to create a smart sustainable living and working 
environments. Based on the existing literature of smart campus domain, it can be 
observed that there is only a small number of models as such. This study attempts to 
bridge the following knowledge gaps of smart campus domain. 

This project falls into the concept of Smart Campus and aims to design a Smart Campus 
solution for Staffordshire University. The primarily goal is to design a solution 
architecture able to collect data from remote sensor networks and analyse them with the 
support of data analytics and machine learning techniques for sound business decision 
making. The project has two stages. The first stage is the business side of the project 
where a business requirement study has been done to extract the exact business 
requirements and once this complete the second stage was the technical implementation 
of one or many requirements and evaluation of the solution. The scope of this paper limits 
to the first stage of the project.  

A quantitative approach was chosen by considering the nature of this study. A self-
administered online questionnaire was developed around several key challenges and 
directed especially to the staff members, in order to identify what are the expectations of 
university staff in relation to thematic topics. Subsequently, business requirements under 
each key challenge were ranked based on MoSCoW prioritisation method. Energy 
management, space utilisation and occupancy, cleanliness recognition, smarter car 
parking, internet enabled café, network and physical security and environment 
(temperature) control are the key business challenges identified. Moreover, intended 
system qualities and specific project benefits were also identified to scope the project 
well.      

Keywords: Smart campus, Internet of things (IoT), Decision support, Data analytics, 
Machine learning, United Kingdom 
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ABSTRACT 

Concerns are mounting over increasing accidents and safety issues due to freight 
transportation (FT) operations and immediate interventions are necessary to make it more 
sustainable. Hence, organizations are adopting the triple bottom line framework into their 
strategies to guide the way for evolution of sustainable freight transportation systems 
(SFTSs). Development of SFTSs is a complex and challenging task due to the various 
inherent sustainability risks. Furthermore, the area of sustainability risk management is 
still developing, and basically immature, particularly in the FT domain. Therefore, this 
research introduces a novel integrated approach based on intuitionistic fuzzy number 
(IFN) and D-number theory to quantitatively model and prioritize the sustainability risks 
in freight transportation systems (FTSs). The findings show that organizations need to 
evolve in the social dimension to facilitate the development of SFTSs. Furthermore, skill 
development programs and driver training courses to improve the proficiency should be 
the primary focus in the freight sector to curb the associated safety issues. The results of 
this study provide significant managerial implications for integrating sustainability and 
improving management of sustainability risks in FTSs. 

Keywords: Sustainable Freight Transportation Systems, Risk Assessment, Risk 
Prioritization
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ABSTRACT 

Freight transportation is one of the most crucial and cost intensive activities within the 
growing logistics sector. The issue of sustainability in the context of freight transportation 
has emerged as a key concern to both researchers and practitioners in the past decade. The 
globalization and competitiveness, increasing demand for flexibility, safety, carbon 
emission reduction and cost effectiveness in the freight transportation sector have created 
a greater need than ever before to develop a performance evaluation model for 
sustainability performance assessment of freight transportation systems. This research 
proposes an integrated sustainability performance evaluation framework based on fuzzy 
evidential reasoning algorithm (FERA) and expected utility theorem. This study identifies 
several critical success factors (CSFs) affecting performance of sustainable freight 
transportation (SFT) systems. We review the existing literature and conduct semi-
structured interviews with practitioners to identify these CSFs. Further, these CSFs are 
classified into the three key pillars of sustainability namely economic, environmental and 
social dimensions. We propose a sustainability performance index (SPI) based 
performance evaluation model for SFT systems. Furthermore, a well-established Indian 
company is considered as a case example to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed 
framework. The outcomes of this study would facilitate decision makers to evaluate and 
benchmark freight transportation systems based on SPI score.   

Keywords: Fuzzy evidential reasoning algorithm, Sustainability performance index, 
Sustainable freight transportation, Expected utility theorem, Performance evaluation 
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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, the growing popularity of the internet and the Web has led to the birth of large 
networks, which can contain millions of nodes and links, and for which it is possible to 
obtain large amounts of information. Large networks are often dynamic; they evolve over 
time, which results in the addition and disappearance of nodes and links. One of the key 
issues on networks is the detection of communities. A community is often defined as sets 
of nodes strongly linked to each other, and more loosely related to the rest of the network. 
The detection of such groups in dynamic networks has become a widely discussed topic, 
several approaches have been proposed and applied to real networks, but there is still new 
issues that arise in this regard, and one of the most relevant issues is community 
operations which include birth, death, fusion and division.  

In this paper, we propose a novel approach CCDAP that classifies existing dynamic 
community detection algorithms in order to find the most appropriate one according to 
some preferences that we extract form the case study. For that, we need a multicriteria 
ranking method such as PROMETHEE II. This latter allows classifying alternatives 
(which are algorithms in our case) from the best to the least according to some criteria 
depending on the case study. CCDAP is a two phase method: the first phase "Ranking 
Phase" consists of ranking the algorithms with PROMETHEE II. The second one consists 
of the execution of the first suggested algorithm to detect the communities; this phase is 
called "Detection Phase". 

In order to test the feasibility of our approach, we chose to use the dataset "Last.fm", 
which is designed for music recommendation.  

Keywords: CCDAP, Dynamic community detection, PROMETHEE II, Algorithms 
Classification, Last.fm, Recommendation 
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ABSTRACT 

Discovering knowledge through event databases becomes more and more complex and 
interesting and the challenge has shifted to the analysis side, since the primary obstacle in 
acquiring such data (manual collection and coding procedures) is obsolete. Although 
many event analytics techniques with appealing visualizations have been developed, they 
seem to univocally focus on the pure sequentiality of events. Nevertheless, real-world 
news events often do not follow a linear movement that is implied by a sequence, but they 
have varying structures, and these may reflect elements of a larger process that has many 
descriptive components.   

In previous works, we demonstrated how through the enablement of a process-oriented 
analysis we are able to allow researchers to consider vital questions like: Are there any 
paths that reveal frequent interaction patterns? Can we manifest decision points, or 
deviating behaviors by introducing gateway semantics? Does the thematic 
characterization of events alter the patterns? Do the involved actors interact based on any 
patterns? However, the attempt to apply process mining techniques to political events 
analysis suffers from a major limitation: in political interactions, it is hard to identify a 
definitive start and a definitive end event, like we do in business processes. In this work, 
we propose a way to deal with this limitation by adjusting the network representation by 
adding “conditional events”, inspired from higher-order networks techniques. Results, 
although preliminary, are encouraging and suggest that this is a way that can deliver more 
valuable insights. 

 
Keywords: Process Analytics, Event Analysis, Higher-order Networks 
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ABSTRACT 

Climate change can have diverse impacts on future aquaculture production. The financial 
importance of the sector and the uncertainty regarding climate change implications 
highlight the necessity for informed management decisions to ensure the sustainability of 
future aquaculture production. This can be facilitated through the development of 
appropriate decision support frameworks and tools. In this paper we present ongoing 
work towards the development of a computer-based ClimeFish DSS that simulates and 
visualizes the impacts of different climate change scenarios on Greek aquaculture 
including economic and socioeconomic impacts. The description contains specifications 
of the DSS, details on the current status of implementation and illustrative examples of 
preliminary results. The applicability of the generated tool in decision-making is 
discussed and planning for further development is outlined.  

Keywords: climate change, aquaculture, ClimeFish DSS 
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ABSTRACT 

This research investigates two major categories of different forecasting models to test the 
model accuracy by comparing statistical with machine learning models. Specifically, we 
compare such time series forecasting models as simple moving average (MA), simple 
exponential smoothing (SES), regression analysis, and autoregressive integrated moving 
average (ARIMA) against machine learning models such as support vector regression 
(SVR) and artificial neural network (ANN). Crude oil and gasoline prices are used to 
compare model accuracy and computational insights for selecting right forecasting 
models. 

Keywords: Crude Oil Forecast, Artificial Intelligence, Time Series, ARIMA, SVR, ANN 
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ABSTRACT 

Normalization is a crucial step in all decision models, to produce comparable and 
dimension less data from heterogeneous data. This study compares the effect of six 
different normalization techniques on a dynamic multi criteria decision making 
(DMCDM) model applied to collaborative platforms. We also introduce an evaluation 
assessment tool, being developed, to recommend the most suitable normalization 
techniques for MCDM and DMCDM. An illustrative example, borrowed from the 
literature, for selecting suppliers in collaborative platforms, illustrates our assessment 
process for selecting the most suitable normalization technique.  

Keywords: Normalization, MCDM, Dynamic Decision Making, Collaborative platforms 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the paper is to promote regional sustainable development in mountainous or 
less favoured areas through agroforestry. Multiple criteria analysis was used to assist 
farmers and land owners to select the most suitable agroforestry system for their 
agricultural land, taking into consideration all three sustainability pillars: economy, 
environment, and society.  

The study area is a typical less favoured and mountainous area of Greece, where the 
residents are mainly occupied in the primary sector of production and particularly in 
agriculture. Existing bibliography about Agroforestry Systems was used and the data 
were analyzed with the Promethee method.  

According to the results an agroforestry system combining pomegranate and medick is the 
best choice for the study area. Farmers in less favoured and mountainous areas could use 
the findings in order to make more sustainable decisions for the use of their agricultural 
land and, in the long term increase their income.   

Keywords: Agriculture, PROMETHEE, decision making, optimization, regional 
development  
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ABSTRACT 

As in the case of Facebook and many other social networks (SN), Enterprise social 
network (ESN) has been a very useful tool helping employees to interact, share ideas and 
collaborate. Most of these SNs and ESNs are centralized, which make them vulnerable to 
many attacks such as the central server attack, also, it imposes some real privacy threats. 
In this paper, we aim to provide a novel robust approach in order to solve this serious 
problem, by adopting a decentralized architecture to model the ESN using multi agent 
systems. Multi agent systems (MAS) have been widely used in the development of the 
theory of complex systems. Particularly in terms of integration of decentralized 
information systems, multi agent systems are providing a stable solution approach. Our 
idea is maintain the privacy of users by employing MAS, the characteristics of this latter 
helped us to guarantee that our model is fully decentralized, and that users are the sole 
owners of their information. Still, the security concerns due to the nature of MAS form a 
serious challenge to our model. Therefore, an authentication and authorization mechanism 
based on OAuth protocol was proposed in order to deal with these concerns. In addition, a 
cryptographic messages encryption was chosen to strengthen the communication process. 

Keywords: Enterprise social network, Multi-agent systems (MAS), Security, 
Authentication, Authorization, Cryptography 
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ABSTRACT 
The move to renewable energy sources involves a significant number of constraints and 
required criteria. Besides the fulfilment of natural conditions -be they in terms of unshine 
hours or frequency and intensity of winds, for instance- the harmonious match of use of 
the renewable source with a background alternative supply source is crucial. The latter is 
because, irrespectively of how favourable environmental conditions may be, renewables 
supply is inherently intermittent and must always be coupled with a more conventional 
source, preferably non- fossil.  

In smaller countries, both in sheer size and in terms of consumers (households or 
enterprises), like Portugal or Chile, though already not trivial, the problem is more 
manageable basically thanks to its dimensions. In a huge country like Brazil, despite that, 
of course not all the country will simultaneously move to renewables, the complexity of 
the problem highly increases because of the architecture of the existing systems and the 
spatial magnitude even of a first set of trial zones.  

This paper is a first step to outline a decision support system to answer the above 
constraints and define the necessary criteria, considering the field reality. The renewable 
source will be wind energy and a few areas where it is already feasible, or soon may be, 
to exploit it will be selected. Inputs to the decision model are divided in two classes. 
Statistics data, both related to the performance of the existing conventional source and the 
pattern of the renewable’s generation. They will be in the form of time series and finer 
distributional and profile information, to be added to obtain a more reliable and 
economical preliminary design of the match algorithm.  

Deeper economic information makes for the second main input, where cost structures and 
parameters akin to the established networks are supplied to produce figures of merit in 
terms of overall cost, by different periods of use and seasons. Given that, in Brazil, most 
areas usually show a significant proportion of poor consumers, the tariff and tax structure 
must be carefully examined. In principle, decisions favour financially sustainable global 
systems, though deficit options may also be produced and examined (to identify the 
origins of the deficit). The formal tools to be used can vary from optimisation models to 
multi-criteria decision-making ones. Further, to handle the intrinsic uncertainty of the 
problem, a fully probabilistic approach, inspired in reliability theory, and a fuzzy 
methodology will be contrasted. The development of the system is supposed to be run by 
an energy company that, in the Brazilian case, does not need to be just one. Ways to 
combine different regions, with perhaps different policies, will also be examined.  
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It is hoped that this work will both start a wider debate on the decisional aspects of the 
move to renewables and serve as an incentive for affirmative measures in this line, in 
countries the size of Brazil, where endowments of such sources are usually generous. 

Keywords: renewables, intermittency, inputs to decision, large countries, energy 
management 
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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, reverse logistics (RL) has received considerable attention due to growing 
legislation, sustainable competitiveness, and corporate social responsibility. However, 
planning and organizing an effective reverse logistics network is challenging. Hence, we 
proposed a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model to design a unified reverse 
logistic network in a multi-period setting. The model incorporates issues like carbon 
emissions due to operating facilities and transportation and vehicle allocation problem. 
Further, we solved the model for a real data set from OEM sector to find the optimal 
results.  

Keywords: Supply Chain Management; Reverse Logistics; Location-allocation; Carbon 
Footprint, Mixed Integer Linear Programming  
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ABSTRACT 

The main objectives of this research is to assess the importance of sustainability for 
freight transport operators using key performance indicators, and to develop a 
benchmarking tool for sustainable freight transportation that considers economic, social 
and environmental indicators. A survey was conducted around freight transport operators 
(inclusive of all modes of transport) across Europe and India. The initial pilot survey 
received responses from 38 transport organisations that were considered for analysis. 
Sequential steps of data pre-processing, PCA/factor analysis, sustainability index 
calculation and development of an initial benchmarking tool were carried out. Three 
sustainable clusters (named High, Medium and Low sustainable groups) were developed 
using k-means clustering technique. This benchmarking tool can assist policymakers to 
evaluate the effect of their policies on freight transportation sustainability in various 
aspects. 

 
Keywords: Sustainability, freight transportation, Principle component analysis, factor 
analysis, K-means clustering  
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ABSTRACT 

Low carbon and resilient supply chains (LCRSC) enable the achievement of the UN 
Sustainable Goals but requires a true multi-stakeholder approach by bridging eco-
innovators, policy makers, businesses that incorporate eco-innovations, and the 
environment and society which act as core influencers. Nevertheless, a systematic 
literature review on LCRSC (globally) shows a clear focus solely on institutional level 
drive of LCRSC (not accounting all the stakeholders). Therefore, there is a high need of a 
decision support framework that would incorporate a multi-stakeholder view in LCRSC. 
As a response, Carayannis, Barth & Campbell [1] proposed and formalized the 
“Quintuple Helix Model (QHM)”, as an American school of thought, for sustainable 
growth which aims at providing means for bridging the five types of stakeholders in co-
creation to achieve enhanced environmental sustainability through a dedicated decision-
making approach. This model is currently widely used in USA and Europe, however it 
has never been applied specifically for sustainable transportation. In this context, this 
research proposes a decision support system based on the QHM in the field of LCRSC by 
relying on a valid sample of 311 transporters from South East Europe (SEE) 
complemented by 6 interviews and 3 focus groups (with all five type of stakeholders). 
The results show that quintuple helix co-creation positively influences LCRSC practice 
adoption by properly relying on market dynamics (i.e. eco-innovation adoption, 
competitive pressures, societal pressures, etc). The role of environmental policy making 
for LCRSC becomes critical and regulators should include in their directives more 
insights from the other quintuple helix stakeholders in order to facilitate proper adoption 
of LCRSC. 

Keywords: low carbon supply chain, quintuple helix, decision support 
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ABSTRACT 

One of the most challenging tasks related to ski data is predicting injuries due to the 
highly imbalance of the injured and non-injured population (2 out of 1000 skiers get 
injured). Most of the papers provide models for determining risk of injuries for 
subpopulations (beginners, male vs. females etc.) which hardly can be used for decision 
making. Although predicting whether an injury will occur or not is of great importance, 
one can make a prediction of the type of injury and part of the body that will get injured. 
However, this makes the problem even more difficult to predict. We present a multilabel 
approach to prediction of ski injuries, both spatial and temporal, on Mt. Kopaonik, Serbia. 
Our results suggest that type of injuries and part of the body can be predicted with an 
average of AUC 0.701 over labels, or 13% increase in AUC compared to the classical 
approach. However, some of the labels are still hard to predict with an AUC of 0.537. 

Keywords: Ski injury prediction, Multi-label prediction, Stacking, Logistic regression 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we present a methodology that explores PROMETHEE structures to 
compose a Cost Efficiency Indicator. Directional distance functions (DDF) were 
employed to measure the technical and allocative efficiency of decision units as an 
advance for the traditional radial measurements of DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) 
models. In this proposal, exploring some of the PROMETHEE structures, the directional 
input vector is evaluated by a function of the difference in preference levels for the 
sustainable use of resources, so the performance of the decision unit is evaluated by 
choosing a viable direction of which outputs should be expanded and entries are 
contracted. The flexibility in this linear programming method allows the incorporation of 
preference structures from one or several decision makers to support empirical 
assessments that require a pre-determined market value judgment. The application of this 
proposal in the Brazilian banking sector has the inputs such as water consumption, 
electricity and printing weighted intensively to point direction for an environmental 
efficiency measure which can be used to classify the units, reward sustainable-efficient 
managers and determine the optimal input-output relationship based on the adopted 
direction. 

Keywords: Directional Distance, Environmental Efficiency, PROMETHEE, Banks and 
Financial Markets, Preference Function 
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ABSTRACT 

Sensitivity analysis is a key step in multi-attribute decision making. A global sensitivity 
analysis is proposed within the framework of the PROMETHEE methodology. Assuming 
that all the weights of criteria can change simultaneously, within given intervals, the aim 
is to detect the possible rank reversals within an arbitrarily chosen subset of the 
alternatives. The global sensitivity analysis proposed determines the maximal length of 
the intervals (which can be relative or absolute, uniform or criterion-dependent) such that 
the relations of some, possibly all, pairs of alternatives does not change.  

Global sensitivity analysis includes partial sensitivity analysis, when only one weight is 
allowed to change at a time, as a special case. Then we get the same results as in the 
module ‘stability intervals’ of decision support systems Visual Promethee, Decision Lab 
2000 and PROMCALC & GAIA, the most popular implementations of PROMETHEE in 
the present and in the past.  

A potential extension of the global sensitivity analysis includes the variability of the 
evaluations of the alternatives with respect to the criteria, too.   

Lecture slides can be downloaded from http://www.sztaki.mta.hu/%7Ebozoki/slides 

Keywords: PROMETHEE, sensitivity analysis, simultaneous change of the weights, rank 
reversal 
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ABSTRACT 

For various corporate and governmental actions to be effective, the prior identification of 
a behavior pattern is required, namely, the profile of the group to which actions will be 
directed must be defined. In the medical field, before applying the correct medication to a 
patient, the physician should seek to identify into which group of possible diseases, the 
patient’s symptoms fit when a more accurate diagnosis is not possible. The need to be 
effective when applying policies and strategies is even more acute when dealing with 
public actions that involve a large contingent of people, for example those to do with 
public safety, given the limitations of resources and time. Due to the current diversity of 
crimes committed, such as narcotics trafficking, rape, burglary, and not just homicides - 
which account for most of the indicators of criminal actions around the world – police 
actions need to define strategies based on the characteristics and profiles of crimes. 
Special forces need to be trained in specific actions and often require different skills, and 
different forms of infrastructure and of coordination to ensure public safety. However, 
recognizing a standard of criminality is not a simple task. Deciding how best to fight 
crime in a particular region requires information and considered opinions from experts. 
Thus, this paper presents a Decision Support System (DSS) developed to support the 
process of defining public safety actions based on identifying the profile of crimes of a 
distinct region. The DSS comprises a multicriteria nominal classification model. The 
structure of the DSS is presented and its applicability discussed. 

 
Keywords: Public Safety, Effectiveness of Strategies, Decision Support System, 
Multicriteria Nominal Classification. 
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ABSTRACT 

Material purchasing decisions are strongly affected by material handling equipment, 
transportation path flows, modes of transportation, vehicle routing, vehicle capacities and 
related technical constraints. Within a global sourcing context, companies experience that 
the cost of transportation is a significant part of the total purchasing cost. More recently, 
sustainability and environmental impact assessment have become key requirements for 
materials purchasing and transportation decisions. Global warming is a rising concern 
both in academia and industrial researches, and now it is well known that the freight 
transport industry is responsible for large amounts of carbon emissions contributing to 
global warming. In this paper, we initially analyse and compare the environmental 
economic policies established by the International Governments in relation to the carbon 
trading systems adopted. Then, we develop a multi-objective lot sizing approach useful in 
practice to define the sustainable quantity to purchase when a long distance transportation 
is required and a Cap and Trade system is present. Most of the results presented here are 
part of the REINVEST research project, which is financed by the European Union 
Europe-Aid funding scheme. 

Keywords: multi-objective optimization, sustainability, transportation, purchasing 
strategy, lot sizing, Cap and Trade 
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ABSTRACT 

Societies are facing complex challenges, which may impede a harmonious transition to 
future patterns in various fields. The strategic response must reconfigure society in such a 
way that the provision of critical resources and the resilience of the socio-technical 
systems are assured in the long-term. The implementation of a new dominant technology 
and paradigm in the transport context is a complex process. This complexity is 
multidimensional and requires seamless integration of a great number of features, which 
entail trade-offs in the decision-making process. In this paper, General Morphological 
Analysis (GMA) is used as a theoretical framework to help to achieve a schematic 
perspective of the transition management of transport to a new powertrain technology. 
This is presented as an illustration of a broader representation of all the possible solutions 
of a large-scale problem as it is the case of any multi-level process of governance leading 
to the pursuit of new paradigms. The original contribution of the paper lies on the fact 
that there is no application of GMA to address sustainable challenges in the transport 
sector using simultaneously the same framework at different levels of a system, in a 
multi-level perspective. The analysis of sustainable decisions requires the consideration 
of institutions (its political dimension) at different scales, in an interactive and integrated 
way. 

Keywords: Sustainable Development, Multi-Level Process, Integrated Decision-Making, 
General Morphological Analysis, Transportation 
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ABSTRACT 

Knowledge networks have been shown to contribute to reduce costs and maximize 
effectiveness in the marketplace. Identification and elimination of wastes (non-value 
adding activities) which is the key to lean has been shown to help organization’s 
effectiveness, improving profitability and in achieving competitive advantage. These two 
elements (knowledge networks and lean) are manifestations of inter-firm knowledge 
mobilization. The aim of this paper is to develop a knowledge network framework as a 
model of inter-firm knowledge mobilization within agro-food supply chains in order to 
enhance collaboration of all value chain actors and achieve a holistic reduction of waste. 
This study addresses three research objectives: 1) to explore the configuration of 
relationships/network structure in agro-food industry, in particular the way different chain 
actors are organized to strengthen their position. 2) to identify knowledge 
types/knowledge artefacts/knowledge communication mechanisms in agro-food supply 
chains. 3) to investigate the impact of knowledge mobilization on improving lean supply 
chain decisions. Research methodology includes semi-structured interviews for data 
collection and thematic and comparative analysis for data analysis. This study has great 
potential in helping make the right supply chain decisions for improving lean 
performance in agro-food industry.   

Keywords: Knowledge Network, Knowledge Mobilization, Lean Decisions, Agro-food 
Supply Chains 
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ABSTRACT 

Locally Manufactured Small Wind Turbines (LMSWTs) are small-scale wind turbines 
that can be constructed by non-experts using simple tools and techniques, and whose 
designs are developed collaboratively by a global community of designers, manufacturers 
and users. In this study, LMSWTs have been assessed from a sustainability perspective, 
in comparison with a commercial small wind turbine, for off-grid applications in rural 
areas. The wind turbines are assumed to be installed close to a community building of a 
rural community in a developing country. The presence of a service center is assumed at a 
distance from the community, from where technical support and spare parts can be 
sourced. Different values were assigned to this distance to reflect the difference in the 
dispersion of settlements in different rural areas. The compared alternatives differ not 
only in terms of size and technology, but also in the “delivery model” under which they 
are employed, ranging from conventional to increased participation models, where users 
are empowered to maintain the systems themselves. Life Cycle Assessment was used to 
assess the environmental impacts and a life cycle approach was taken to estimate a variety 
of techno-economic, social and organizational sustainability indicators. The sustainability 
indicators were then used as criteria in Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis, using the 
PROMETHEE method to rank the alternatives from two stakeholder viewpoints: 
investors and policy makers. For both viewpoints, it was found that the smaller LMSWT 
was preferred, but the preferred associated delivery model was different based on the 
stakeholder viewpoint and the distance from service center. The commercial turbine was 
ranked sixth and seventh out of the seven alternatives from the investors and policy 
makers viewpoint respectively. Further research should perform extensive sensitivity 
analysis to explore the solution space and possibly integrate the reference point idea to 
reflect the preference to commercial alternatives, despite their low performance in the 
rankings table. 
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ABSTRACT 

Growing concern about the need to effectively assess agricultural sustainability has 
directed attention to the development of acceptable methodologies, including MCDA 
(Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis) tools. In this paper, PROMETHEE (Preference 
Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluation)-GAIA (Geometrical Analysis 
for Interactive Assistance) methodology as an MCDA variant is tested to determine its 
suitability for agricultural sustainability assessment through a case study in coastal 
Bangladesh. Indicators from six sustainability categories – productivity, stability, 
efficiency, durability, compatibility and efficiency – are used for this assessment. The 
case study shows that PROMETHEE is capable of assessing agricultural sustainability 
and ranking the sustainability of agricultural systems. PROMETHEE has the potential to 
become a prominent MCDA method for assessing agricultural sustainability. 

Keywords: Agricultural Sustainability, Assessment, MCDA, PROMETHEE, Indicators 
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ABSTRACT 

The assessment of airport performance constitutes a rather complicated problem that 
requires a deep understanding of the manifold aspects of airport performance and their 
associated trade-offs. The airport decision making process is further perplexed due to the 
extensive range of decisions of strategic, tactical, and operational level that need to be 
addressed among interdependent components of the entire airport system (e.g., runway 
system, taxiway system, apron area, gates, terminal). In order to deal with the multi-
faceted aspects of airport performance, a wealth of decision support models and tools 
have appeared in both literature and practice. Two major distinctions broadly applied in 
airport performance modelling pertain to the modelling approach used (i.e., analytical 
models vs. simulation tools) and the airport element covered (i.e., airside vs. landside). 
Decision support models and tools for airport performance assessment have been the 
subject of extensive research. Various studies have conducted extensive reviews of airport 
and airspace modelling research with particular emphasis placed on the runway system 
and with view to capacity and delay metrics. Most of these studies have been conducted 
more than one decade ago and therefore do not reflect contemporary modelling efforts 
and trends in airport performance modelling. Furthermore, very few studies cover more 
recent environmental modelling efforts or integrated modelling capabilities. In this paper, 
we aim to identify and classify existing decision support tools and modelling capabilities 
in terms of both analytical models and simulation tools for the entirety of airport airside 
operations. The review of existing modelling research related to airside capacity and 
delay analysis is further enriched with more recent efforts dealing with aviation's 
environmental performance assessment. Our analysis is complemented by a synthesis of 
decision support gaps and modelling challenges in assessing the performance of the next 
generation’s air transport system. 

Keywords: airport performance, airside modelling, Decision Support Systems 
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ABSTRACT 

Software testing, in particular acceptance testing, is a very important step in the 
development process of any application since it represents a way of matching the users’ 
expectations with the finished product´s capabilities. Typically considered as a 
cumbersome activity, many efforts have been made to alleviate the burden of writing tests 
by, for instance, trying to generate them automatically. However, testing still remains a 
largely neglected step. 

In this paper we propose taking advantage of existing requirement artifacts to semi-
automatically generate acceptance tests. In particular, we use Scenarios, a requirement 
artifact used to describe business processes and requirements, and Task/Method models, a 
modelling approach taken from the Artificial Intelligence field. In order to generate User 
Acceptance tests, we propose a set of rules that allow transforming Scenarios (typically 
expressed in natural language), into Task/Methods that can in turn be used to generate the 
tests. Being high-level tests, close to the user experience, User Acceptance Tests verify 
that the expectations of the system are met from an end-user’s point of view.  

Using the proposed ideas, we show how the semi-automated generation of acceptance 
tests can be implemented by describing an ongoing development of a proof of concept 
web application designed to support the full process. 

Keywords: User Acceptance Tests, Scenarios, Task/Method model, Agriculture 
Production Systems 
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ABSTRACT 

The dynamic economic environment is driving the evolution of traditional supply chains 
toward a connected, smart, and highly efficient supply chain ecosystem. Algorithms 
become powerfull tools that enable machines to make autonomous decisions in the 
digitized supply chain of the future. The integration of software agents with decision 
support systems provides automated means for decision making. The present paper 
proposes an agent-based decision support system for supply chain management in the 
petroleum industry. This industry has a strategic position as it is the base for other 
essential activities of the economy of any country. The petroleum industry is faced with 
volatile feedstock costs, cyclical product prices and seasonal final products demand. The 
current paper considers the position of a refinery as it is at the middle of the integrated 
petroleum supply chain, between the upstream and downstream. It procures crude oil 
from upstream assessing the price, quality, timing, and distance to the refinery in order to 
decide the optimal acquisition. Additionally, the refiner has to carefully monitor the price 
risk and manage the inventory. The manufacturing activities of the refiner requires 
thoroughly planning and scheduling the production levels and supply chains for all the 
derivates and feedstocks for petrochemical industry using tools for decision making in 
order to estimate market opportunities and threats under volatile market conditions. 

In order to provide a reliable and practical decision making model, we proposed the 
integration of supply chain formation algorithm and a mechanism for decision support 
under uncertainty using maximum expected utility. 

Keywords: Supply Chain, Decision Support, Software agents, Maximum Expected 
Utility, Petroleum Industry 
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ABSTRACT 

Given that climate change mainly originates from the extensive use of fossil fuels and 
has impacts on many aspects of life, changing the way energy is utilised 
constitutes a challenge that the world collectively has to tackle. In this respect, all 
countries should take a variety of measures focusing on energy efficiency and use 
of unconventional energy sources towards decarbonising their economies and 
achieving effective greenhouse gas reductions and sustainable development. 
Technological innovations, the economic situation, societal compliance, as well as 
the regulatory and institutional frameworks are some of the prominent factors that 
promote, hinder or shape energy transitions and indicate the capacity of energy 
systems to be transformed. Therefore, investigating energy transitions requires the 
consideration of insights into multiple dimensions. This study outlines a 
multicriteria methodology to evaluate a country’s sustainable energy transition 
readiness level, drawing from four pillars -social, political/regulatory, economic 
and technological- including seven evaluation criteria. The assessment is realised 
through the implementation of a Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis and more 
specifically using PROMETHEE II and the AHP method. Fourteen countries of different 
profile and level of progress regarding sustainable development were evaluated. The 
final output presents a ranking of the selected countries, highlighting areas for 
improvement, aiming to support policymakers design appropriate pathways towards 
a greener economy. 

Keywords: sustainable energy transitions, energy policy, multicriteria decision 
analysis, PROMETHEE, AHP 
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ABSTRACT 

This research proposes a decision-making method to prioritise collaborative processes for 
road freight transportation in the UK to ensure sustainable collaborative advantage. A 
hybrid multi-attribute decision-making (MADM) method is proposed, which combines 
intuitionistic fuzzy (IF) modified AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) and intuitionistic 
fuzzy (IF) modified TOPSIS (Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal 
Solution). A total of six sustainable collaborative advantages and six collaborative 
processes are identified from the literature as criteria and alternatives for the proposed 
MADM methodology respectively. IF-AHP is utilized to derive the weights of criteria 
while IF-TOPSIS is used to evaluate and prioritize the alternatives with respect to the 
criteria. We collect data from a global logistics company involved in road freight 
transportation operating in the UK. Our study has a practical application of delivering 
solutions to the road freight transport companies by prioritize their collaborative 
processes and achieve sustainable collaborative advantage by ensuring reduction in 
emission, congestion and road accidents. Our analysis reveals that incentive alignment 
and resource sharing are the two most important collaborative processes.  

Keywords: Multi attribute decision-making, Sustainability, Freight transport, 
Collaborative advantage, IF-AHP, IF-TOPSIS  
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ABSTRACT 

Agri-food supply chains have unique characteristics and can be easily disrupted compared 
with other supply chains. In order to enhance agri-food supply chains’ ability to react to 
unexpected disruptions, resilience factors need due consideration. In this paper an attempt 
has been made to build a theoretical framework of resilience factors in agri-food supply 
chains with the help of total interpretive structural modelling and MICMAC analysis. 
Total interpretive structural modelling (TISM) is used to establish the hierarchical 
interrelationships of the identified resilience factors. Simultaneously, an expert survey is 
developed and conducted to further understand the interactions and the transitive links in 
the TISM model in consultancy with experts in academia and agri-food industry. The 
results of TISM are used as inputs to process MICMAC analysis to identify the driving 
power and dependence power of agri-food supply chain resilience factors.  

Nine resilience factors identified were knowledge transfer, working team stability, 
innovation and development, traceability, information sharing, joint decision making, 
trust, regularly meetings and leadership. The MICMAC analysis result shows that 
leadership and working team stability have strong driving power and weak dependence 
power and are at the lowest level in hierarchy in the TISM model. Information sharing, 
traceability, knowledge transfer and innovation and development have weak driving 
power and strong dependence power and are at the top in hierarchy in the TISM model. 
Joint decision making, trust and regularly meetings have strong driving and strong 
dependence power and are at the middle in hierarchy in the TISM model. Therefore, agri-
food supply chain managers must pay great attention on variables that have high driving 
power so as to facilitate improvement of agri-food supply chain resilience.  

This paper makes a contribution to the extant theory building in the area of agri-food 
supply chain resilience. Future research will consider more resilience factors and conduct 
empirical research to statistically validate the TISM model using structural equation 
modelling.   

Keywords: Agri-food supply chain resilience, Total interpretive structural modelling, 
MICMAC analysis  
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to incorporate a mechanism that labels the severity of cyber 
security threats in a comprehensive framework that addresses cybercrime incidents. This 
formal procedure aims to assess cybercrime incidents serving as essential input to an 
expert system that triggers the assignment of countermeasures to the respective 
stakeholders. The employed methodology involved consecutive steps for a qualitative 
analysis of cybersecurity threats, deriving from annual reports on cybercrime incident 
frequency and evaluates their threat severity based on time progression. The authors 
evaluated a series of certified sources from ENISA, the European Union Agency for 
Network and Information Security, to prioritize threats by means of frequency 
combination of: (i) appearance/reference, and, (ii) number of incidents. Research findings 
highlight a clustering of severity regarding the top 15 threats to cyber-security in the last 
years. A set of highly trending threats are continually labeled as hyper critical threats 
and/or maintain an exponential rate, while other threats appear to be less severe as they 
present declining rates in terms of incident frequency. The severity labeling system 
generates assessment information that can be combined with incident characteristics and 
features to direct an expert system to efficient distribution of both general and customized 
preventive measures. The necessity of an inclusive approach towards cybercrime can be 
actualized through different steps of the framework in prospect, each one designated to a 
different perspective. The main contribution of the current paper lies in the resolution of a 
cybercrime incident depending on its severity and frequency and the consolidation with 
the next step for automated measure assignment.   

Keywords: Cybercrime, Computer security, Cyberattack, Labeling System 
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ABSTRACT 

Taxi industries are present everywhere around the world providing door-to-door mobility 
services. The type of services and policies that apply to the taxi sector vary significantly 
from city to city, ranging from controlled environments with strong restrictions to open 
and more competitive markets. Decision makers responsible for taxi policy making are 
supported by economic models of the taxi sector in most cases. In some cases there are 
dedicated institutions that deal with taxi policy making at local level, collecting data from 
the drivers or the associations and analyzing the situation of the taxi sector on a yearly 
basis. In some cases, the lack of available data does not allow for having such models and 
therefore decision making is based on assumptions, failing some times in establishing taxi 
services of quality. 

This paper presents a methodology for developing a taxi demand estimation model in 
cities where the availability of taxi-related data is low or inexistent. In order to do this a 
modal split model is developed using data from the public transport operator and the city 
model with regards to the private vehicles. The model is able to estimate with accuracy 
the demand for taxi services in order to quantify the optimum supply and a set of 
performance indicators, being a useful support decision tool for taxi policy makers. 

Keywords: taxi modeling, modal split, Cyprus 
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ABSTRACT 

The PROMETHEE methods belong to the family of multicriteria outranking methods. As 
such they rely on the pairwise comparison of the actions and the PROMETHEE 
preference flows are relative scores that cannot be used to assess absolute ratings to the 
actions. In some published papers or available software based on PROMETHEE, simple 
linear transformations of the net flow are used to obtain "absolute" ratings (usually on a 
0-100 scale). Such approaches lack any methodological basis and can be misleading. We
propose an alternative named PROMETHEE R: it relies on the use of implicit reference
actions. The computation of the preference flows is modified to allow a more consistent
rescaling to a 0-100 scale. Properties of the proposed approach are demonstrated, and
potential applications are discussed.

Keywords: PROMETHEE, MCDA, rating, absolute evaluation 
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ABSTRACT 

As business environment is getting more and more turbulent, effective strategic 
management and decision-making is necessary, thus the implementation of Strategic 
Information Systems is considered crucial to sustain competitive advantage. Such 
transformations significantly influence the entire food processing chain from agricultural 
production, through food processing to the distribution of food to customers. As Supply 
Chain Management (SCM) emphasizes on seeing the whole supply chain as one system, 
Strategic Information Systems are used to define the influence of strategic issues on 
logistics and to identify the most effective processes to be performed because of the 
strategic issues with the highest either positive or negative impact on the logistics. The 
purpose of this paper is to propose a strategic framework which combines both the 
strategic management process and the Strategic Information Systems Planning (SISP) 
process and to provide a holistic approach to effective decision making in the logistics 
sector. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the analysis of the Expected Shortfall of the makespan in activity 
networks when uncertain activity durations are modeled by intervals. More precisely, for 
each activity only the interval for its integer valued duration is known to the decision 
maker. In this scenario, we address the evaluation of the Expected Shortfall associated to 
a feasible schedule discussing its role and importance in decision support systems for 
planning and scheduling applications. We propose heuristics to determine a fast 
estimation of the Expected Shortfall. The computational results show that it can be used 
as optimization criterion for a wide class of planning and scheduling problems while 
modeling the risk-averse behavior of a decision maker. 

Keywords: Expected Shortfall, CVaR, Scheduling, Makespan, Interval Uncertainty 
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ABSTRACT 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) not only contributes in many ways to multiple sectors, but also 
transforms them. One out of many fields that A.I has conquered is profiling. Profiling 
contains a set of widespread and multidisciplinary methods that investigate a person’s 
tactics, acts and behavior to determine his/her personality and subjective characteristics. 
Profiling is divided in many classes and has been applied to various research topics. This 
research paper is dealing with the psychological profiling using an IBM Watson’s 
application, called Personality Insights. This paper has two objectives, one of them, is to 
create general personality profiles for the departments of the University of Macedonia. In 
order to achieve that, a questionnaire consisting of 13 open type questions was created 
and distributed to undergraduates or graduates of the respective departments. The 
questions were in relation with the personality traits that the app is measuring in order the 
results to be objective. Every answer was processed individually until every participant 
had his/her own profile. These profiles contributed to the creation of a general profile, by 
averaging the personality traits with the smallest variance. Following the same procedure, 
the participants were classified due to the department they attend in order to create the 
departmental profiles. The other objective of this research is to provide guidelines to 
University Selection Committees to assess future candidates who want to apply for these 
specific departments by using these results. Finally, prospective students can use these 
general profiles in order to compare if their results are similar to the department they wish 
to study. 

Keywords: IBM Watson, Insights, profiling 
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ABSTRACT 

Greece is a country with a unique morphology. Having an extensive coastline and 
thousands of islands, the rise of the touristic industry is significant. The recent economic 
crisis as well as the increased infrastructure construction costs on the islands, created the 
urge to develop alternative and innovative transport systems. Seaplane, a modern, eco-
friendly mode, allows effortless and quick connection between ports and airports from all 
over the country and distant coastal areas and islands. It can be used by both residents and 
visitors or/and carry shipments. The research presented herein focuses on the 
development of a methodological framework for the evaluation of different areas for 
water aerodrome allocation, initially among different islands. Multicriteria Decision 
Analysis (MCDA) was selected among the large spectrum of existing evaluation methods, 
because it was considered to be the most suitable method, providing the opportunity to 
use diverse criteria, both quantitative and qualitative. Some of these criteria are the 
distance between origin waterdrome location and Protected Natural Areas, wave and wind 
data of each area, the operational cost of seaplanes, the number of passenger arrivals and 
departures etc. Weights are accorded to the criteria using Goal Programming approach 
and the evaluation of the alternatives takes place with the aid of the PROMETHEE 
method. The suggested methodological approach will be validated through a case study; 
the investigation of the potential connection of Thessaloniki, the second-largest city in 
Greece and a transportation hub for the southeastern Europe and the Balkans, with the 
Cyclades, in South Aegean Region.  

Keywords: Transport Planning, Multicriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), Goal 
Programming, Seaplanes 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to present a web tool for decision support systems that uses 
multidimensional exploratory statistical analysis. The application’s interface consists of 
three panels. The first one is the “input panel” where the user can upload and pre-process 
data. The second panel is the “analysis panel” where the user can select an analysis 
method and define its parameters from a range of widgets. Finally, the third panel is the 
“output panel” which includes the results of the analysis. The application was created 
with the “Shiny library” of R programming language and for the implementation of the 
statistical analysis Multiple Correspondence analysis was performed. This small web app 
can be a considered as a part of an add-on toolbox in traditional DSS that enables 
extensibility, modularity and customization and suggest how decision support should be 
delivered in intelligent data systems. 

Keywords: decision support systems, multidemensional analysis, exploratory analysis, 
multiple correspondence analysis, R programming, shiny 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the findings of 46-item questionnaire addressed to truck drivers, 
commercial fleet operators and managers, regarding their trust on cooperative freight 
transport services and their willingness to invest on them as well the respective 
expectations they might have out of services, such as the ones piloted in within the CO-
GISTICS and C-MOBILE EU projects. The services refer to eco-driving support and CO2 
monitoring, speed advice and priority advice, intelligent truck parking and cargo transport 
optimization. The findings of the questionnaire survey on which this paper is based will 
motivate the discussion around the way these services should be introduced in the market 
and highlight their commercialization potential. In general, findings show that 
respondents trust the services to improve the efficiency of their daily operations and 
reduce respective costs; yet, this trust is not accompanied with a strong willingness to 
invest on these services, posing a barrier for their further deployment.  

Keywords: Cooperative services, ITS, Freight Transport, Commercialization, Business 
potential  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper aims to show, via a case study, the main issues related to the improvement of 
urban logistics in cities with ports. A logistics plan for supporting decision making is 
presented aiming at improving both the traffic and the logistics sector in cities with 
freight ports, which includes the creation of a Coast Observatory Office. The logistics 
plan has been piloted in the city of Kavala, defining the traffic and transport related 
problems of the city and proposing solutions in order to improve both the traffic as well 
as the logistics sector of the city. 

 
Keywords: Logistics plan, freight pilot, freight observatory 
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ABSTRACT 

Sustainable Investment is increasingly becoming recognized as a key driver for 
socioeconomic progress and the realization of the new sustainable development agenda 
that aims at ending poverty, protecting the planet, and ensuring prosperity for all. These 
objectives are enshrined in the agendas of both national governments and 
intergovernmental organizations, as well as public and private companies. Despite the 
impressive economic performance of many developing countries, they are still faced by a 
multitude of social and environmental challenges. To address these problems and deliver 
solid socio-economic progress for all requires a new investment methodology that 
delivers not only positive economic returns, but positive social and environmental impact 
as well. Consequently, investment decision making has become very complex because of 
the multiple objectives that need to be considered in order to make sustainable investment 
decisions. Investment practitioners, therefore, require decision making techniques that are 
capable of handling these multiple objectives that are sometimes conflicting. This paper 
puts forward a multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) model for making sustainable 
investment decisions on the basis of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Due to the 
imprecise nature of the information regarding the importance of the different SDGs to the 
decision maker, we use the PROMETHEE method because of its suitability in handling 
problems where the decision maker has a non-compensatory rationality. We use surrogate 
weights to facilitate the assignment of weights during the decision ranking process.  

Keywords: Sustainable Investment, Sustainable Development, Multi-criteria Decision 
Analysis, MCDA, PROMETHEE, Sustainable Development Goals, SDGs 
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ABSTRACT 

Great emphasis has been given on sustainability management in recent years, and the 
need for investments in energy efficiency management in Brazilian ports is a current 
concern. Several ports worldwide use renewable energy sources. In Brazil, the wave 
energy was installed in the Port of Pecem. However, due to lack of adjustments and 
investments, this project is not currently in operation. Thus, the objective of this study is 
to perform a multicriteria analysis using the PROMETHEE-ROC approach in order to 
identify the most viable renewable energy source to be used by Brazilian ports. Several 
criteria related to the implementation of renewable energy sources with respect to 
economic, social and environmental dimensions were evaluated. As a result, it has been 
shown that photovoltaic and biomass energy options are considered the most viable to be 
invested by Brazilian ports. A sensitivity analysis was performed, verifying the 
robustness of the results obtained through the PROMETHEE-ROC approach. 

Keywords: Multicriteria Decision-Making, PROMETHEE-ROC, Renewable Energy, 
Ports, Sustainability 
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ABSTRACT 

Bibliographic databases contain papers and their citations allow the application of 
bibliographic techniques to identify aggregate trends in academic publication. This paper 
uses bibliographic techniques to examine the discipline background of papers in the Web 
of Science database which have citation links to key Operations Research/Management 
Science (OR/MS) journals. This research indicates that over time OR/MS has become 
cited in a somewhat more diverse set of disciplines, while still remaining mainly of 
interest to its traditional base in business and engineering. The research shows that 
environmental disciplines are becoming more important relative to the business and 
engineering domains that predominated in the previous years. However, much of the 
citation of OR/MS journals is for techniques like Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 
which are used to conduct research rather than directly model environmental problems. 
Of the modelling techniques used to address problems in the environmental domains, 
MCDM methods are the most often cited, this reflects the importance of MCDM in the 
Decision Support Systems (DSS) field. There are also significant numbers of applications 
relating to logistics and energy which cite OR/MS papers. Further research is needed to 
clarify the role of OR/MS techniques in the environmental sector and their use in various 
academic communities. 

Keywords: Bibliographics, Operations Research 
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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to demonstrate how a web-based Decision Support System (DSS) can 
improve the process of internal resource allocation in a Brazilian public university as part 
of a bigger research project that aims to build a web-based DSS for internal resource 
allocation in all Brazilian public universities. To achieve its goals, the analysis was 
carried out by developing a DSS Database model to store and retrieve data, defining the 
user’ s interface based on his detailed requirement analysis and using a web application to 
transform the prototype into a web-based system. Currently, there aren’t any general DSS 
for such a problem. All data for the application of the model are gathered manually and 
managed by a single department at the University studied. The idea is that the system 
could support decision makers, stakeholders that are part of the process, decentralize 
tasks achievement, besides improving communication, collaboration, increasing 
productivity of group members and improve data management using the Web. The 
perspectives are to contribute to the decision problem of how to improve the allocation 
resources process correctly faced by the university analyzed. In addition, it could be used 
to provide background for the Federal Universities strategic resource allocation planning.  

Keywords: Decision Support System, Web-based DSS, Resource Allocation, Budgeting, 
Model-driven DSS 
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ABSTRACT 

Short-term prediction of traffic is considered to be an important tool for the reduction of 
traffic congestion. It is also fundamental for the provision of information to users of the 
network. The provision of information related to traffic is very important for areas with 
fluctuating demand for transport such as freight and passenger hubs (i.e. ports, train 
stations or airports) where high traffic peaks are generated by the arrivals or departures of 
ships or trains. This article presents a short-term traffic prediction model for urban 
regions that illustrate such conditions of exceptional traffic, focusing mainly on cities 
with ports. The model derived is used to predict traffic on main roads used by the daily 
traffic generated by the city as well as by the freight/passenger hubs. The proposed model 
of prediction and distribution of traffic takes into account the fluctuating demand by 
including as input to the model the arrivals and departures of ships. The calibration of the 
model takes places as an optimization problem, which uses real-time traffic data and 
minimizes the difference between the predicted traffic flows and the measured traffic 
flows. The short-term prediction model was implemented for the road network of the city 
of Igoumenitsa, which is a representative case of a city with exceptional traffic due to the 
presence of a port. 

Keywords: short-term traffic prediction, exceptional traffic, user information 
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ABSTRACT 

Although some “Mobility as a Service” (MaaS) initiatives have been piloted across 
Europe, so far most of them had problems reaching a significant scale and stable business 
operation, and there is still a lack of a solid MaaS experience replicable at the EU level. 
Achieving the appropriate balance between public and private components in the 
combined mobility scheme is a major issue, with the need of compromising between 
different business roles, objectives and attitudes within the same ecosystem. The adoption 
of viable policies for information and service sharing is also a barrier to overcome. To 
remain the “backbone of mobility” for liveable and sustainable cities, Public Transport 
should embrace the emergence of those new mobility services and concepts, together with 
the development of the autonomous vehicles, as great opportunities to enhance the 
efficiency and capacity of its services and systems and to gain new customers. The 
cooperation between traditional mobility players and new ones is then essential to address 
new mobility needs and the necessity for even more integration and seamlessness between 
all modes and services.  

IMOVE project, funded by the European Commission within the H2020 framework, aims 
to accelerate the deployment and unlock the scalability of MaaS schemes in Europe, 
ultimately paving the way for a “roaming service” type for MaaS users at the European 
level. This paper outlines a set of tools and methods for promoting multi-stakeholder 
collaborations within each IMOVE Living Lab, and for developing sustainable MaaS 
business models. The tools and methods are part of an iterative, stepwise approach to 
developing MaaS services that focus on users’ needs and preferences, with the 
overarching goal of ensuring that IMOVE Living Labs play a key role in promoting 
sustainable travel behaviour and improving accessibility. 2  

Although the guiding principles, tools and methods outlined in the paper are designed to 
support MaaS developments within the scope of the IMOVE project, the methodology 
was conceived to create a set of guidelines for generic use when the aim is to develop 
sustainable forms of Mobility as a Service.  

Keywords: Mobility as a Service, Public Transport, Business Models 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper investigates the use of mobile sensors for analyzing the geographical 
dimension of transport by linking urban mobility and activity patterns with trip 
generation. A data-intensive analysis is presented that takes into account the geographical 
dimension of transport and mobility following new trends and technological advances 
based on new data sources, namely social media. Data generated by social media is used 
to specify the corresponding temporal and spatial distribution of activities as co-founding 
factors to trip generation (by defining attractions). Social media data sources prove to be 
useful for inferring the geographic and temporal dimensions of Origin-Destination 
matrices and therefore supporting transportation planning and modelling; this is suggested 
by an inferred trip generation model that is qualitatively compared to the conventional 
models for a real-world case-study (Thessaloniki, Greece), while relations and analogies 
among them are drawn. Finally, an analysis is performed on the premises of the relation 
between the mobility and the activity patterns, as the activities are the generators of 
mobility needs. 

 
Keywords: Facebook, check-in, social media data, activity patterns, trip generation, 
Twitter 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a methodological framework for the estimation of hazardous levels 
during freight transport which is applied to decision making based on quantitative and 
qualitative indicators. The innovation component of the methodology is the use of 
multisource data, such as data coming from transport modeling, urban planning, freight 
transport flows, and dangerous goods vehicles flows as well as historical data of 
accidents. The data is used for estimating indicators related to accidents, population, 
impacts on the population as well as impacts on the traffic in case of accident. 

The framework, which is composed of the Risk Source Release, the Exposure, the 
Consequence and the Risk Estimation models, is applied to the interurban road network 
of Cyprus aiming to evaluate the LPG, diesel, Chlorine and dynamite transport scenarios 
as well as the related BLEVE (Boiling liquid expanding vapor explosion), Fire Lake, 
Chlorine leakage and explosion. As a result, potential risk and impacts are calculated for 
each road segment of Cyprus in monetary terms based on traffic and dangerous goods 
vehicles flows and population density, identifying the most dangerous road segments. 

Keywords: Dangerous goods transport, Risk Source Release model, Exposure model, 
Consequence model, Risk Estimation model, Cyprus 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper tries to model the most prevalent instigators of racism, abuse in football, by 
using a second generation quantitative techniques, like the use of factor analysis with 
ranked data and the decision-making approach PROMETHEE II. The specific techniques 
were applied to the ranking of 11instigators (i.e. Referees, staff members, local, national 
and international football associations, press, police, players, football fans and others) 
from six EU countries (Italy, Greece, Romania, Serbia, Hungary and Bulgaria). The 
survey was conducted for the months from August 2017 to January 2018. The study 
collected data from people of all ages (n=672). The participation involved filling out a 
printed or an online questionnaire that examined the spirit of equality and avoidance of 
racist acts. Finally, the validity of the specific ranking results is discussed and 
recommendations are given for the improvement of regulations at a European level, to 
combat the incidents of racism abuse in the sphere of soccer. 

Keywords: Factor analysis, Multicriteria analysis, PROMETHEE II, racism in football 
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 ABSTRACT 

There is a growing belief that managing knowledge effectively, could boost the 
organizational performance, despite the limited empirical evidence. The purpose of this 
research is to explore the relationship among market orientation and innovativeness with 
knowledge management and the contribution to improving the organizational 
performance. Moreover, this study highlights the importance of the decision support on 
this framework, leading to a knowledge-based sustainable innovation management 
decision-making, by reviewing recent existing management literature. In fact, the 
conceptual framework along with the literature review supports the relationship among 
market orientation and innovativeness with knowledge management processes, such as 
knowledge creation, acquisition and dissemination, enhancing firms performance. 
Additionally, decision support is needed in order to realize such benefits. A group of 
suggestions analyse the conceptual framework, in order to describe and explain the 
variables within the organizational context. 

 
Keywords: Knowledge Management, Market Orientation, Innovation Management, 
Organizational Performance, Decision Support  
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ABSTRACT 

The present paper is focused on the presentation of a DSS for the organization of 
agricultural production and the better utilization of an area’s available resources.  

The DSS includes a database (DB) that is used for the input and storage of technical and 
economic data of farming (prices, returns etc.) and the available production factors (such 
as type of soil, capital and labor characteristics) of the agricultural area. It also contains a 
database of models (MB) for Linear Programming (LP) and MultiCriteria Decision 
Making (MCDM) for the optimization of one objective or respectively the simultaneous 
optimization of multiple, conflicting objectives that are combined in a utility function 
constrained by the available production factors, market conditions etc. 

Decision-makers and policy planners could use the DSS to design policies that would take 
into account the socio-economic and environmental conditions of the specific area, the 
factors that could maximize the production yield, and/or minimize water consumption 
and/or fertilizers use, when compared to existing policy frameworks. Furthermore, the 
DSS could be used for the analysis and simulation of a variety of production scenarios, 
under different product prices, utilization rates, and regulations. 

The proposed DSS was applied in the prefecture of Larissa in Central Greece. Summary 
results of the application are presented at the end of the paper, along with three variations 
of the DSS applied in different areas under different objectives and/or constraints. 

 
Keywords: DSS, sustainable optimization; multicriteria analysis; scenario analysis; 
agricultural production 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this work is to provide a comparison between two methodologies. We are 
going to use as a basis the ranking of the first thirty countries from all over the world that 
is provided by the Environmental Performance Index (EPI). This index includes criteria 
covering a wide range of important issues, in an effort to cover the majority of the factors 
that form the quality of life. Specifically, these criteria are separated in two categories, 
one is the Environmental Health and the other is the Ecosystem Vitality. In cooperation, 
Yale University and Columbia University publish the EPI every two years. In this paper, 
we are going to use the data of 2016 in order to process them with the well-known multi-
criteria analysis method PROMETHE. Composing the PROMETHEE ranking, we will 
have the chance to compare the two rankings and to observe how the philosophy of every 
methodology aims to rank the best performances of the countries.  

 
Keywords: multi-criteria analysis, PROMETHEE, Environmental Performance Index 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents designed support to decision making (based on logic of Decision 
Support Systems) within maintenance management of facades for small multi-story 
residential buildings. It is important issue since the condition of facade has significant 
and direct impact on buildings’ energy efficiency, as well as indirect impact on reduction 
of buildings’ negative environmental impact. The facade types and regular facade 
maintenance works were analyzed as well as approaches to assess their condition. The 
problem of prioritization of buildings to conduct renovation of their facades is determined 
as ill-defined, complex and, above all, multicriterial. It is due to several aspects of 
analyzed managerial problem (derived mostly from multiple and different views of 
several different stakeholders on it) that should been taken into account. Therefore 
multicriteria analysis is performed. It started with definition of criteria and determination 
of their relative importance. The views/opinions of all stakeholders (experts for facade, 
users/tenants and facility managers) were introduced throughout both of previously 
mentioned processes. Next step was identification of set of buildings that are in scope of 
analysis, meaning for which planning of energy efficiency improvement was conducted. 
The identified buildings (alternatives) were assessed based on all determined criteria and 
afterwards were compared using PROMETHEE II method. The ranking list of analyzed 
buildings according to the priority for the renovation of their facades is determined. Using 
PROMETHEE V method these priority ranking results together with important constrains 
(eg. available funds, etc.) provided renovation plan. The approach is tested on planning of 
facade renovation for 22 small (those with less than six and more than two floors above 
ground) multi-story buildings in Split, Croatia. 

 
Keywords: PROMETHEE, decision support, energy efficiency, maintenance 
management  
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ABSTRACT 

The current research aims at ranking and identifying the most efficient Project Managers 
(PMs) based on personality traits, using PROMETHEE methodology. In this respect, it 
firstly analyzes project managers and the role, responsibilities and the required 
personality characteristics of what is considered as a successful project manager. Then, 
the study presents the five major personality traits and their complementary facets (the 
big five personality traits or factors). The paper highlights the results of a structured 
questionnaire survey that evaluates the importance of the big five personality traits. The 
survey was carried out via emails and interviews with experts in project management. 
Psychometric test (TPQue) was implemented in selected Project Managers and their 
scores in the big five personality traits and facets were recorded. Finally, Visual 
Promethee was applied on the data, in an effort to identify and highlight the most 
effective Project Manager taking into account the managers’ personality traits and facets.  

 
Keywords: Project Managers (PMs), Multicriteria Decision Analysis, PROMETHEE, 
Personality Facets and Traits, TPQue 
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ABSTRACT 

In the current era of continuous technological advancements, new challenges and treats 
have surfaced regarding business information and information assets, such as information 
generation, processing, storage and distribution for organizations. Although, previous 
researches on business planning and Information Systems Planning have identified many 
integration approaches that may be used to align these fields across organizational 
operations, there is still a need for integrating Information Systems Planning with 
business strategy. Previous models that integrate Information Security Policy and 
strategic planning contain phases based on both Information Security Management and 
strategic management, but ignore significant organizational factors. The purpose of this 
paper is to propose a strategic framework which aligns the strategic management process 
with Information Systems Planning and Information Security Strategy in order to provide 
a holistic approach to effective decision making for practitioners, IT executives and 
senior managers. 
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